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VISTA
Off Beat's April Fools Issue

5998 Aleald Park • San Diego, CA 92110-2492

Hostile Man
elected President

«^

Like a lost dog finding its way
home. Like a hostage being released i 1, ikechicken noodlesoup*
The same feeling was echoed last
week wheo the missing"A" from
tbe Off Beat masthead finally re,
turned totheVISTA office."It is a
great roomentforOff Beatandtbe
USD community," said Walter J.
Middleto^ Off Beat Wama-be.
lire "A" had been missing for
five weeks. Its whereabouts were
unknown until tea week when
Author Hughes, prestdentof USD
came intodteoSfcewite theumnJuredtotttfia2atedwA.»
He told sources close to Off
Beat that he had to pay a high
price to get the "A" back, ft had
beenlridnappedbyasecrettffldfa-ground terrorist organization that
ptenned to tee it as a bargaining
chip for favorable party reviews

solooutan tteBwhetor they were
mateor female."TheAwen ton
to say that wbcR they
they
used tire wad "like" much of the
time a8dlbee3q»Krak«»MOb my
God."
WheR qaesttooed, Aijd« Pbi
immediately denied die any invoivemeut in the kidnapping,
Missy St. Clmre, an Alpha Phi,
said in a deq> husky voice,"Like
oh my God.Like, why would we
doa>metlti^ijkeas sillyas«
like, we could care lessabout the
stupid Party Reviews "
Dunkin Winchetts, head of
USD securitysaid, "Where was!
wlrenafi this happened and why I
wasn't I informed?" Officer
WiacheBs was in Jus squad car
and had Just awoken from a cat
napattheFteldHousepariungiot
wbeoaskedaboutthemisstng"A.*'
Bill McGowan, Off Beat editor, said, "I really thought the A
was gone forever, and the substi-
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M. Eiitsoh
Staff Writer

It was history in the making on
March 31,1993. It was the day that
Hostile Man was elected AS Presi
dent. He is better known as the Top
Seven front man. He was put into
office by a vote of nearly three to
one to the nearest competitor.
This marks the first time in the
history of USD and AS that a car
toon character has been elected to
such a high position. Dr. H. Istory
said, "There have been many car
toon-like people that have held AS
offices but never an actual cartoon
character."
The new AS president-elect was
very ecstatic yet hostile about his
new office,
At a press conference he said,
"The people have spoken and
elected the right man for the job."
He followed that with a Top Seven
list. Number one was:Anybody can
run for office but only idiots would
elect me."
Analysts are not sure how to ana
lyze the new president He never
made any promises, never cam
paigned and never attended the de
bates. In short, he had no platform.
Hostile Man responded to these facts
by saying, "Platform, shmatform."
Pauly Litical, theVISTA political
analyst, said," He seems to have
gained the trust of the people by
putting his face on paper and splat
tering it all across campus." Bill
McGowan, resident Irish Clown,
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Bill McGowan's Master piece
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interrogated tlte"A" to get tnfotmatson on BiH MCGOWSH. The
"A" wouldn't teB them a thing.
The "A" said, "I never saw any

AS President Hostile Man on his way to beach
said, "Hostile Man is a bad ass. I'm
telling you it was the switch to the
eightteeth-grin that won it for him."
The AS president-elect released
his first statement* "I like potato
soup." He also released his first
question: "Hey, where's the
Doritos?" along with his first hos

tage, Nancy J. ClarkeofDes Moines,
Iowa. There is still a question of
when he will release his first album.
He looks forward to taking over.
He plans to tackle the tough issues
first. The first is the installation of

See Hostile, p. 2

Ego explodes

An unidentified sorority girl's ego exploded last
Monday as she turned down her fourth consecutive
possible date to the Spring Ball. "She really seemed to
enjoy turning guys down. Her head seemed to swell
and her eyes lit up with each turn down."
The explosion caused a small brush fire in Tecolote
Canyon. The San Diego Fire Department handled the
blaze with ease.
The head of USD security stressed the importance

See Ego bruiser, p. 4

USD President Author Hughes with the "A" in hand.
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Desperate!
'Hi, we're Beth and Kerri and we really need dates to the

I Spring Ball on April 17." All eligible bachelors call: x2951
Explosion could be seen for miles

SNEAK PREVIEW...
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... and if you live in the Mid
west you can probably get
high off their farts.
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The "A*s" triumphant return
will be ceMa^d this Friday at
the Off Beat"Ay the"A" isback"
party.

The Goe ferz just another
cheezy San Diego garage
band. And a review of ALPO,
Pancho and Luke's band.
See page B

2 • No News is good news
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Laugh at the VISTA

AROUND THE WORLD

VISTA

Off (Beat s April fools Issue

ABOUT THE NATION

ACROSS THE STATE

HOSTILE MAN, Editor in Chief
BILL McOOWAN, Irish Clown

RICHIE CUNNINGHAM
Lead Voqpls
THEFONZ
News Editor
MARVIN K. MOONEY
Opinionated Editor
POTSY
Lead Guitar
RALPH MALE
College Life Editor
JOAHIE
Outlook Editor
CHACHI
Keyboard
THE TORERO
Mascot
BILL McOOWAN
Handsome Man
MIGUEL POWERS
Even Better Looking
JANE JETSON
Cartoon Character
BOBBY McOOWAN
Irish Clown's Other Brother

MISSY ST. CLAIRE
Token Sorority Babe
DAN BRENNER
Corrections Officer
WENDY JOHNSON
Staff Psychologist
QUEEN ELIZABETH II
Royalty
MONTY MOOLARTY
Out there

News you couldn't careless about... News you couldn't careless about... This news may interest you ...
Take a good look at the above globe. Is
that supposed to be Earth? If not, what world
is it? Where did they get this world? Why is
South America so much smaller than what is
supposed to be North America?

The world celebrates April Fool's Day
by having no wars, no starvation and no
religious disputes. The UN president said,
"It's a bummer we can't do this every day."

Scientists claim that the world is be
coming flat. The hole in theozone is causing
the air to escape and the world is slowly
going flat I. M. Smart a world-renowned
scientist, said, "It's the same principle as
when you have a hole in a basketball; it goes
flat."
On this day in 1223, Nostradamus pre
dicted that the world would explode great
force that the universe has never seen be
fore. He then turned to his wife, and said,
"Now is that a great April Fool's Prank or
what?"

JOHN
Administrative Something
CHAD STATUS
Egotist
HAMMER
Staff Rapper

ASST. OFF BEAT EDITORS:
Nanci Hibschman, Esteban del Rio
STAFF WRITERS: The Butcher
Mike McGowan, M. Elitsoh, At Cala,
MishkaHemlani, Billy Sprot, Pancho
and Luke, Lupo and Dude.
WARNING: Any rebroadcast,
retelecast or recording of the April
Fools Issue of the VISTA without the
express written consent of Bill
McGowan could result in major gas
trointestinal painPHOTOGRAPHY
BABES: Anna Willard, Shannon
Williams; ADVERTISING REPRE
SENTATIVES: Moe Money, Moe
Green, Moe Dough, E. Scrooge

The VISTA is located in space
and time in the Hahn University
Center. Staff meetings are held
whenever it rains and when a full
moon occurs. All those wishing
to write for the VISTA are encour
aged to attend but don't worry no
one ever comes anyway. To
reach an editor, call eitherx8754,
x8756 or x4584. To reach Bill
McQowan callx2790. He'll go
out with you.

The April Fools IssueVISTA is published
Thursdays. It is written and edited by USD
students in association with Satan. The
VISTA should not be taken internally. If this
occurs, induce vomitting and call the near
est poison control center. Advertising mate
rial published is for monetary purposes only.
Views published in this VIS TA are solely Bill
McGowan's and cannot be bought or sold.

Bill Clinton pulled the biggest April
Fools in the history of the United States.
After running and being elected as a Demo
crat on a platform of change, he openly ad
mitted today that he was a Republican and
that you can expect the same policies of
George Bush and Reagan to be followed in
the coming years.

Bill Clinton announced that as part of
his new economic plan he will have to
begin closing down entire states. The first
states slated to go are Maine, Wyoming,
Oregon, Montana and parts of Idaho. He is
asking all residents to leave within one month.
No one will be allowed in the states.

The state of Iowa was officially declared
an anomaly by the State department and
the Departmentofthe Interior last Wednes
day. The announcement came after an exten
sive 10 year study of the state and its people.
"The state is just a figment of our imagina
tions." said Secretary of State Warren Chris
topher.

HOSTILE (from p. 1)
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Potentially a Good-for-nothing Surf Bum

Weather and Surf Forecast:April Fools
It could be rainy, or maybe not.
It could be sunny, or maybe not
We might get a storm, but probably not.
We might get snow, but probabaly not.
There might be wind, but there might not.
There might be waves, but there might not.
There is a chance that the air could be
warm, but it could also be cold.
There is a chance that i know and i don't
want to tell, but most likely not.
Try looking outside this weekend.

tanning booths in the library. Then he'd like
to get more rights for cartoon characters. He
said, "Just because the cartoonists draw us,
doesn't mean they can play God with us."
Another idea he had would be to move the
entire law school into the Dog Patch so the
undergrads wouldn't have to deal with the
attitudes of the law students. He also wants an
official week long Hostile Man holiday. And
finally would like to see USD become a
public college under his reign. "That way
people will know that USD exists."
Of the coming year, Hostile Man said he
looked forward to it And he said that next
year he would be going after Art Hughes'job!

Chicken kicking!

Tides for the weekend:
F
Sa
Su

LOW TIDE
kind of low
downright low
almost too low

HIGH TIDE
pretty high
not that high
almost medium

The forecast from other USD students:
[This week i decided to interview people
who don't surf, but would like to try.]
Rob Naif: "Find surf within [stumbling]
distance from the Pennant because that way
during lulls you can down a couple."
Andy Prock: "Dark brooding storm clouds
will roll in from the northwest At 8:17
Saturday evening the clouds will part and an
angel of mercy will shine benevolence and
good fortune on all."
Nikki Igielski: "Waves will reach 10 feel in
the morning, eight feet by mid-afternoon.
Lots of white wash and plenty of sun. It will
be that way from Friday to Sunday."

Today only!

In front of the UC.
Kick the chicken of
your choice!
Three kicks for only $1

Bring this coupon
and receive two bo
nus kicks FREE!*
This offer cannot be used with any other.

California accidentally wiped off the
map. The Thomas brothers, famous map
makers, accidentally wiped off the entire
state of California while working on a new set
of maps. The new maps will tell drivers
which freewaysthey will need live ammo for.
Los Angeles was officially declared
California's closest cousin to hell. Yes, the
state representatives voted and in a landslide
victory, LA won. "I truly believe the devil
makes his home there." said one representa
tive from Waco, Texas.
Orange County will be made liberalfree. Anybody living in or moving to Orange
County will be screened to make sure they
conservative and/or Republican. The screen
ing will begin as soon as possible. Anyone
who is found to have any Clinton/Gore para
phernalia will be asked to leave the county.
Geologists openly admit that the idea of
California falling into ocean due to an
earthquake is a hoax. The state government
forced geologists to fake documents with
these claims.The hoax was set up to discour
age people from moving to California. Gov
ernor Pete Wilson said, "The 'Welcome to
California, now go home,' campaign will
continue."
babeWatch

bill mcgowan
resident bobe-ologist
The best places to meet babes this weekend
will be bars and clubs. Parties are not
looking good this weekend. But parties on
Sunday are looking excellent. The cologne
of the week is Obsession for men.
Be on the lookout for major babes this
weekend. Watch out for scantily clad
babes as they are nice to look at, but
normally they will shoot you down like the
pig you are. Besides looks, personality and
sense of humor are a major plus.
Good times for the weekend of April 4-6:
Friday —
Time
6-9 p.m.
9-12 a.m.
13-3a.m.

Location
Bar
Club
Party

Saturday -Time
6-9 p.m.
9-12 a.m.
12-5 a.m.

Location
Bar
Club
Party

Sunday ~
Time
All day
7 p.m.

Location
Party
Church

Suggested clubs for April 4-6*:
Moose's, Emerald City, Rio Rita's,
Henessey's, Old Ox, The Pennant and
Beachcomber
•A promotional foe has boon paid to bill mcgowan by these clubs

We Must Have the Courage to Change the Opinion Staff

BALONEY

Clintonday
April 1, 1993

Page 666

Same old stuff every week with the same old people

Finally, a Conservative |_0tt@rS
view I can agree with

to the Editor

McGowan hater
Dear Editor,
Bill McGowan has obviously
gone too far. He is constantly put
ting down the Alpha Phi sorority or
referring to it in derogatory ways.
Who does he think he is?
I've been in Alpha Phi for two
years and I must say it is a great
organization. The humor Bill
McGowan uses in his Off Beat sec
tion is totally uncalled for. He rips
on almost the entire Greek system
(A D Pi excepted).
His ego is way to large and he
must be stopped, he istotally outof
control. His comments about Al
pha Phi are completely false and
totally childish. Off Beat should
not be used as an anti-Greek forum.
It should strive for humor in nice,
Looking at the more positive good wholesome manner. Alpha
changes they have made within our Phi should not bear the brunt of his
name calling. Mr. McGowan has
campus
Anyways, I must comment on some latent desire to be in theGreek
the elapsed time between an emer system; but, he is not close to being
gency call and their response to the cool enough to make the grade. He
scene. I think it has something todo shouldn't take it out on Alpha Phi.
Or maybe its because he lets his
with the state of panic that spreads
sexual
tensions get to him and the
Especially with the drivers they hire across the precinct as to who will
quickest
release is to make Alpha
these days. They must be requiring respond. After all, the most action
Phi
and
the
Greek system the brunt
a Malibu Grand Prix license to be they ever get is watching "Chips"
of
his
inept
jokes.
able to operate the tram. Getting re-runs on their patrol car portables.
Perhaps
Mr.
McGowan takes plea
back to the highly designed, aero If 1 wanted to hear from theseclowns
sure
at
poking
fun at the fact that
dynamic matchbox, I like the new a couple days after, I would have
Alpha
Phis
are
too
good for him and
hostess lunch dispensers in thedash. invited them to dinner.(Wever in a
wouldn't
touch
him.
Why is it that I see these keystone million years) And when they do
I believe in myself, my sorority
cops sitting in the corner of the get to the scene, if I haven't forgot
and
all these words written here.
Vista parking lot mac'n out on their ten why I even called in the first
fast food? Who ever said our over place, why not bother to write down
worked campus security are what I have to say? Not that I'm NAME WITHHELD UPON RE
malnutritioned? They'vegotameal asking too much or anything, just QUEST
get a damn clue!
plan at Nico's.

What the hell?

I am of the opinion that USD
campus security is a far cry for
safety hereon campus. Who are we
kidding hiring illiterate, police acad
emy drop outs. Let's face it, if it
required more than checking off
boxes, they would have a hard time
writing tickets. So they finally get
a clue as to how to do something,
and they exploit it to no end.
Obviously, we haven't found the
importance to enact a fitness pro
gram for our poor, overaged health
nuts. I have to give credit to their
feeble attempt at fitness via bicycles,
but I would expect mounted posses
from this school.
Which gets me to what they do
use as transportation. Those little
wind up matchboxes. Truthfully
though, I would feel more threat
ened being chased by the tram.

Erik
Hennings

Microwave Range
George Bush election sound bites:
"Read my lips, no new taxes."
"I'll be the environmental president."
"I'll be the education president."
"I'll be the ..."
"Not gonna do it, wouldn't be prudent at this juncture."
(Closest George Bush ever came to a complete sentence)

Opinion of
the week:
Bill McGowan
is a great guy!

Opinion is dead-on
D
, ead people have no
opinion. They're dead.

T ~|\ /T
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Acadaver

articles by Mario H. Lopez and
Michael Ward.
Mr. Lopez'sarticles tip him off as
a typical rich, white boy USD stu
dent that has everything handed to
him, is part of some fraternity and
dates some stuck-up little (Alpha
Phi) sorority girl. He'll probably
graduate and work for daddy in a
cushy job with a big office.
And as for Mikhail Wardski, he's
part-Canadian. How can you trust
those sneaky Canadians? Canada is
really only the 51st state.
By the way, Off Beat is my favor
ite section.
Yours very truly,
BILL CLINTON

Gender Studies
Dear Editor,
Hey, Bill McGowan get real. No
one is going to call your number.
Stop printing it, you loser!
THE ALPHA PHIS

Write
to us

If we like your article,
we'll print it. Bribes are
always accepted (cash
and beer only please).
Letters should be titled
to Opinion gods and
addressed to "Opinion is
my favorite section" c/o
University of San Diego,
Alcald Park, San Diego,
CA 90210.
McGowan or Satan! Make sure to include
your signature. Please
Dear Editor,
Bill McGowan is Satan incarnate. don't be a wimp and
He is evil and wicked. And he has withhold your name. If
some sort of, you know, problem you write negative
that makes him, like, mean and
letters about the Opin
unfeeling.I say this in all serious
ion
editors, you will be
ness. I'm an Alpha Phi.
MISSY ST. CLAIRE put on a list and
Junior watched for any subver
Communications sive activity. We reserve
the right to edit all
Change Opinion letters for content (espe
cially those with opin
Dear Editor,
Your Opinion section is way to ions contrary to ours;
right wing and conservative. I get e.g. liberal) size, wordi
sick of the weekly barrage against
ness, typing paper, mood
Bill Clinton. Don't you guys have
anything to do with your lives? I at the time and how
mean, c'mon. Breathe and relax. many Origami shapes
You must have the courage to we can use.
change.
I'm specifically referring to the

Go ahead make
our day

Melvin the VISTA

•V
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THE SECTION THAT NOBODY IN THEIR RIGHT MIND WOULD READ
Have you ever wondered what the therapeutic uses of
manure could be? This little story is dedicated to all of you
who have wondered that
One day Johnny was playing with mud. He had a lot of fun
with it. He made mud pies and mud balls. He made a whole
family just madeout ofmud. He called them theMudFamily.
There was Mr. and Mrs. Mud and Johnny and Cindy Mud.
They were the typical nuclear mud family. Johnny was very
happy with his mud family...
Darn, I was hoping to somehow make a segue way into the
therapeutic usesof manure. But since this is Moo's Views, I'll
talk about the beauty of cows. I mean, that's almost a
therapeutic useof manure. Well, because cows make manure.
So, let's begin again.
They line the countryside for miles sometimes. They stand
on four legs and are covered with hair. They like to chew on
cud. Some are brown and whiteand some are black and white.
We get milk from them and if you live in the midwest you can
get high on their farts...
No, no, no, no. This isn't working. Farts really don't show
the beauty of a cow. Of course, they come before the manure.
And I assume it's a natural high. So, I guess in a way that is

Moo's Views
a therapeutic use of manure. But I was talking about the
beauty of cows. But, then again, when you get high, many
things can be beautiful. Butl'm anti-drugs, so pretend I didn't
say that.
I know, a poem. I'll express the beauty of cows through a
poem.
The beauty of cows of infinite
Their color is exquisite
(nothing rhymes with exquisite)
Cows are everywhere
Here and there
They are of the species mammal
They almost look like a camel
Cows are pretty things
Wouldn't it be cool if they had wings
They chew on cud

and have names like Bill, Brad and Bud
Or sometimes even Bessy Sue
They sometimes sing when they moo
"Moo, moo, moo, moo."
The farmer takes their milk
so we can enjoy
Their hair is almost like silk.
Boy, this rhyme scheme is coy.
Well, there you have it. A beautiful poem on cows. I really
don't know if it describes the beauty of a cow, but it's better
than a poem describing the beauty of manure or its therapeutic
uses.
Have you ever tried running naked with cows? The sensa
tion of manure running through your toes is great. That's what
a friend tells me. I don't know for sure. But running free,
maybe even chewing a little cud. It might actually be a little.
Well, that's my column today. Next week I'll talk about
the therapeutic uses of milk and maybe I'll analyze a song
from "Mother's Milk" by the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Until
then, keep mooing.
Moo

Classified Ads
Male roommate wanted:

Al Cala
College L.ife Editor

I changed the name of my section again. I
figured it might attract my first reader, espe
cially since no one really reads my section
anyway. I know you read it for Moo's Views.
I just can't be as philosophical as Moo. He's
one of a kind. So, I have to go a different
route.
I gave it the title of Gruesome details
because I subscribed to this magazine. I waited
for my first issue, and wouldn't you know it,
Playboy has a section called Campus
Chronicles. It's a bimonthly section and an
swers all thequestions about sexuality for the
people our age. I would go into the gruesome
details (my wit kills me), but we go to a
Catholic school and I don't want to be cen
sored. Its funny, but it seems whenever I get
a good title for my column I have to change it.
I hope now I won't have to. I'll just stop
subscribing to magazines.
Today I wanted to talk about something
really relevant. Something that really affects
us in college. Something that hits home. But
I couldn't think of anything, so I'm going to
talk about my family.
It seems people in this world are weird.
Take my brother for instance. He's a great
guy and he's a good brother. But one day he
and I went out for fast food. We both decided
on In 'n' Out burgers.
We get there and the lady asks what we
want. The menu at In 'n' Out is not all that
large. I quickly order and anxiously await my
brother's order. He, though, can never make
up his mind. So, by the time he orders I'm
really hungry and we have a line of cars
behind us. And then he only orders a small
Coke. I don't know sometimes I really won
der about my brother.
This article had no point, but boy, did it fill
space. Next week, I'll talk about the Green
house effect and how it affects my family.

Anyone interested in team
"Go Fish" please call x8756
and ask for Jerry

Must like messes and loud
music. Must have taste in
heavy metal music and
enjoy bondage. Long hair
preferred. Please call
Mistress Dominatrix 675-8896

Happy
Birthday!

Alpha Phis Needed

Debbie P.
The big 21! Have fun!
Your friends at Budweiser

For experiments on the effects
of bad press on the attitude.
Must be willing to sustain long
periods of name calling and
emotional truama. Sense of
humor preferred.
Contact Bill at x2790. He won't
go out with you!

This weekend at

CG's Bar and Grille
Friday nights

Saturday night:

$1 Drafts on tap
$1 Shots

CG's goes
underground!

Ladies with skirts get in FREE!
9 p.m. sharp: "Hot buns and
hard bodies" contest for the la
dies!

10:30 sharp: "Hot legs and wet
T-shirt" contest for the guys!

Dance all nigth to DJ McBass!
•ID REQUIRED

Listen to all your favorite
techno tunes.
Hang out in the extra-cool
environment of an under
ground.

Drink specials all night!

(Located downstairs at in the Hahn University Center at USD)

INSIDE
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ALBUM REVIEWS..... D-E

The Goe ferz, with lead
singer Big Mak come back to
San Diego with hit album,
"Chuckin' wood."
• •• • •

MOVIES

C

Off Beat releases it's first
movie, starring Lillith
Vanover. Reviewed by John.
(Cast and crew pictured)
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MORE ALBUM REVIEWS ...G

Pancho & Luke's band ALPO
to play Sea World. The music
guy reviews their new album,
"Son of Sam's Cousin."

Joe Brenckle takes over Look
Out in Godfather IV -- The pizza

USD's Weekly Guide to Entertainment
..v..........v. •

................ .v.-.-..

Keel over on the VISTA

March 32, 1993

Macintosh • Computers • SUCK!

Hostile Man's

J

tl*USt

Macs anymore!
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Luke

by Esteban del Rio

CG'S AFTER DARK

By Bill "Mac Attack" McGowan
Off Beat Macintosh Hater

Top Seven
April Fools Jokes
7.
layout the night be
fore deadline.
milk with Elmer's glue!
5. Switching uncle's hair
thickener with rubber
cement.
4. A promise from Bill
ging on Alpha Phi.
3. Asking a USD woman

I don't trust Macs anymore
You may ask, "Bill what for?"
And I say, "Because at a critical
time,
my Mac failed me
and ate my layout like a lime.
'Unable to recover application,
due to
error number one.'"
And there went my 3 pages of
layout like a bullet from a gun."
And that is why, I implore,
I don't trust Macintoshes any
more!

2. A USD male making a

Commitment,
1. The tram not hitting
somebody or some
thing.

Hostile Man's
Bonus

OffBeat Inside J o k e of t h e W e e k

"The ice cubes were
in the green juice."
Another exciting edition ol' little black box

Live [ Mew

Shallow Thoughts
By Bill McHandey

Sometimes I think I have
no life but then I look at
the Alpha Phis and I real
ize I do have a life!

Off Rent Election results:
Bill McGowan ~ Handsome Man
Yes: 80% No: 15% Undecided13%

Top Seven
Reasons Hostile Man was
elected president:
7. He's Hostile Man, what
more do you want?
6. The eight teeth grin.
5. Wants to spend more on
USD Defense.
4. Doesn't really care
about anyone.
3. Alpha Phi.
2. Has more experience,
integrity and honesty
than your typical lowlife scum.
1. AS voting instructions
too complicated. It was
much easier to write
him in!

Pancho and Luke — Co-Vice Pres.
Cafeteria Phlegm
Yes: 100% No: 12%

Pancho and Luke

":t( wfaf joy cajip <Wy LAP'

Editors note: Next week,
Off Beat will return to
normalcy when I've had
some rest!
Happy April Fools Day!

by Esteban del Rio

Bonus
Top
Seven
Reasons I barely finished
this 8 page layout in time
7. Macintoshes suck.
6. Macintoshes suck.
5. Macintoshes suck.
4. Macintoshes suck.
3. Macintoshes suck.
2. Macintoshes suck.
1. Macintoshes suck.

Use the VISTA
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SPORTS/IM
Trivia Question

Who was the only Padre to go
All-Star game in 1961?
Last Week's Answer: 9-12-2436-45-57
Last Week's question: What
was Bill Homan's winning
lottery number?
1M RANKINGS
Mens' Volleyball
1. Rat pellets
2. Really diggin' it
3. You're all set
4. Numb forearms
5. Tappa Kegga Brew

Co-Rec Softball
1. Hairy Chest
2. Smells like tuna
3. Bras and sistahs
4. Luke's father
5. Takin* her deep

Mens' Floor Hockey
1. Puckin' it
2. Get the puck outta here
3. Keep on puckin'
4. Just puckin'
5 . Puckin' around

Womens' Volleyball
1. All far free
2. Mass & Gill
3. Team Evian
4. U can't douche this
5. No balls here

Co-Rec Soccer
Mens' (A) Softball
1. Liquor, I don't even know her 1• Long bats, hard balls
2. Harry Krishnas
2. Funky weasels
3. Not so fresh feeling
3. Call the bell
4. Facial hair
4. Slackers
5. Packed tight
5. Hostile Man

Play IM

Mens' (B) Softball
1. Already been chewed
2. Dip 'n' chew
3. Chewy
4. Chewing the fat
5. New chew to spew.

Pancho gives a mean look to opponent which knocks him down.

CG's Features..
Bac/c by Popular Demand!

REKLESS
MlS* ABANDON
APRIL 3, SATURDAY
8 - 10pm at the UC GRILLE
Catch this unique folk duo that plays the JAVA Scene in San Diego.
You may have seen them at Beans Coffeehouse, but take this opportunity to
see them live, center stage at USD's very own CG's!

All Original Music by by Paul Abbott and Original Lyrics by Randi Driscoll
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RIFKIN SPEAKS, STUDENTS LISTEN

•Let the Children Play'
gets off the ground
Meredith "I Luv" Lucey
Staff Writer

In the tradition of such overwhelming
successful events as the Mural of Hope and
The Giving Tree, Associated Students is now
turning to the USD community for itssupport
and participation to help save the parks of San
Diego and "Let the Children Play".
With the support of the San Diego Com
munity Foundation, USD is beginning as
*
extensive fundraising campaign to refurbish
i
the first park before the school year quickly
comes to an end. Because of these strict time
see SOCIAL ISSUES on page 14
constraints, UCSD and SDSU will not be
participating this year as originally intended.
The program this year is beginning as a pilot
program with the hopes of growing and ex
panding with the other universities next year
and during the years to come.
USD students, faculty and staff can be
Special "Short on Copy" to the VISTA
come directly involved in this program in a
President Clinton kept a campaign promise when he unveiled his proposal for students to number of ways and help create an all new
pay back college loans through public service in a speech at Rutgers University.
Mission Point Park this spring. Firstly, in
The plan would allow students to work in community service projects or serve as teachers conjunction with the revenue from the soldor police officers after graduation in order to defray debts incurred by soaring tuition fees. out Sample concert occurring on April 1 will
Clinton described the concept as sort of a national Peace Corps, a program created exactly go directly to the "Let the Children Play"
32 years to the day before his speech. The new President urged young people to"answer the fund. AS Concert Series will also be provid
call toservice" and said that nationalservice "is nothing less than the American way to change ing finances for bands and entertainment at
America."
the Parks Grand Opening celebration on May
The program will begin this summer with an eight-week pilot project involving 1,000 8. "By simply attending an outstanding con
students, and will expand to include 100,000students by 1997. Clinton said that the initiative cert, students are contributing to this worth
could be shaped by state and local authorities in order to avoid an unwieldy federal while program," said AS President Shane
bureaucracy.
Bohart.
Secondly, the most important way the stu
see CLINTON on page 9
dents can help is by participating in theexten

Clinton keeps promise to students

It's Thursday, April 1, do you know where your car is

sive letter campaign. A letter containing
detailed explanation of the "Let the Children
Play" program has been written and will be
sent to as many people as possible who may
be able tocontribute to the fund. Students are
being asked to read the letter to find out more
about the program, sign it and then simply
mail it to family members, friends or loved
ones who may be able to help. AS will incur
mailing expenses as well as provide preaddressed envelopes for donations to the San
Diego Community Foundation.
A committee of 25students has been formed
in order to reach all faculty, staff and students
at USD. Committee members will be distrib
uting the letters to all the clubs and organiza
tions and letters will be available in the AS
office for anyone to pick up. According to
committee member Doug Meier, "This pro
gram will not beable to work without the help
of the majority of the students."
The San Diego Community Foundation,
the leading foundation in San Diego County,
will be administering the funds and assisting
with the programing and community rela
tions. The Foundation feelsthis program will
show that the younger generation is willing to
help community-related activities. USD
hopes to show the city of San Diego that
college students are if fact willing to give
something back to their community.
No amount of participation or contribution
to this program too small. If you are inter
ested in helping with the "Let the Children
Play" project in any way, please come by the
AS office in UC225.

i

Car thieves prey on campus
Chris "Dan" Marino
Staff Writer

Auto theft is the third-highest crime on
campus. Between 1989 and 1991, USD had
52 vehicles reported stolen. The stolen ve
hicles belonged to students or faculty, ac
cording to a pamphlet mailed out by the USD
Public Safety office.
On average about 17 cars are stolen at USD
each year, By comparison, SDSU Security
Officer Mike Bruntello reports that between
9 and 17 cars are stolen per month on that
campus. USD's average is significant be
cause it hasless than one-third the total popu
lation that SDSU has.
Statistics published in a recent article of
European Car magazine show that it takes the

average thief 34 seconds to break into and
drive a vehicle away. With thefts of this
financial magnitude occurring this quickly,
students must guard against the possibility of
their cars being stolen.
Although there are various safety devices
available to car owners, do not be fooled by
the Club, a bar that lacks across the steering
wheel, or other manufactures' vehicle-secu
rity alarms. These devices greatly enhance
the probability that your car will not be sto
len, but alarms and steering-wheel bars can
both be circumvented.
According toUSD Security Officer Martez,
"Your car can be Fort Knox, and I guarantee
you that thieves will find a way to break into
and steal your car."

When a thief breaks into a car protected by
a steering-wheel bar, he may remove the bar
by taking a miniature hacksaw to either side
of the steering wheel around the bar. By
cutting off an inch or two of the steering
wheel, theclub is removed, the car's steering
wheel is then operable, and the car can easily
be stolen. Although this may be a bit timeconsuming for the thief, it is a method that is
widely used, according to Martez.
A steering wheel bar may also fall victim to
liquid nitrogen, or lox, which is obtained
cheaply through pharmaceutical firms. The
temperature of lox is hundreds of degrees
below freezing. The application of lox makes
the bar shatter like an ice cube under a ham
mer.

Just because your car is equipped with an
expensive alarm does not mean that you are
exempt from vehicle theft Some thieves
today are experts in electrical systems and
can disablean alarm and steal the car as easily
as if the car had no alarm.
What can you do to protect your car at
USD? There are a couple of effective meth
ods for protecting your car, according to
Martez. First he said, "Just parking your car
in a lighted or heavily traveled area decreases
the probability that your car will be taken."
Just because thieves are fast does not mean
that they are willing to expose themselves to
getting caught

see CAR on page 9
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• Russian President Boris Yeltsin and
Russian Parliament chairman Ruslan I.
Khasbulatov both defeated a Parliamen
tary vote to have them removed from
power.
Khasbulatov survived 339-558 and Yeltsin
who narrowly survived the two-thirds confi
dence vote 617-228. Khasbulatov has been
working vigorously the past few weeks to
oust Yeltsin, and possibly re-organize the
quasi-free market currently existing in Rus
sia.
President Clinton will be meeting with
Yeltsin next week at a summit in Canada.
He is expected to propose new economic
and political support for Yeltsin's continu
ing attempts at reform.

• Louis V. Gerstner, the head of RJR
Nabisco Holdings, has been appointed by
IBM to be its new chairman and chief
executive.
Gerstner is the first outsider in the history
of the company to be in a major leadership
position. It is the hope of IBM that he will be
able to reverse the company's continuing
steep decline.
The selection of Gerstner marked the end
of a two month search by the company, that
reviewed over 100 names including former
presidential candidate Ross Perot. His repu
tation for decisiveness, strategic thinking and
ability to make change were cited as the main
reasons for his appointment.

• A drug raid last fall that left a Malibu
millionaire dead has been found to have
been illegally conducted.
Ventura County District Attorney Michael
D. Bradbury announced that the raid was held,
in part, because of a desire by authorities to
seize the $5-million ranch belongingto Donald
P. Scott.
A Los Angeles County sheriff's deputy
was held responsible for the death of Scott. It
has been determined, though, the deputy was
acting out of self-defense when Scott ap
proached theofficer with a shotgun. Bradbury
hasconcluded, however, that the sheriff should
not have been there in the first place, and that
that search warrant issued to a joint task force
of Los Angeles officers and U.S. Drug En
forcement Agents was unfounded. Bradbury
reasoned that it would have been impossible
to identify a marijuana plant from a helicopter
at 1000 feet withoutbinoculars, as claimed by
a drug agent. This evidence was apparently
used by a court in issuing a search warrant.

• White House officials attempted Monday
* The United Nations Security Council to quiet rumors that the Clinton family was
voted Friday to establish the largest and having problems with their current Secret
most powerful peacekeeping force in U.N. Service agency.
history.
Apparently, some agents have been leak
The force has been authorized to use ing stories about marital arguments in the
whatever force necessary to maintain peace, White House. Dee Dee Myers, Clinton's
disarm warring factions and protect relief press secretary, said the stories of fights are • Hughes Aircraft announced Monday that
workers in the ravaged country of Somalia. "bizarre" and unfounded. A senior Treasury it will be relocating 1,900 engineering-re
The force will be made up of 28,000 troops Department official said the rumors are "of lated jobs from Canoga Park to Tucson.
Company officials stated that the main rea
from around the world and will be under the fensive as hell," but insisted that they untrue.
control of Turkish LL General Cevik Bir. A
If the activities continue, the Treasury has son for the move was the need to centralize its
support contingent of American troops will announced it will seek a new Secret Service to top engineers and its marmfartiirinix machin
ery in one location. The officials also com
protect the First Family.
most likely remain under U.S. command.
mented that the declining economy inCalifor
The action is being initiated in accor
nia was also a factor in the decision.
dance with Chapter 7 of the UN. Charter
which allowsforce to be used when interna
tional peace and security are threatened.
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CAR

**NOTICE**

continued from page 8

Second, for about $30, most auto-repair
or electrical facilities will install an ignition
kill switch. Such a switch, when mounted
out of sight, allows the vehicle's ignition or
starter to work. When a thief breaks into a
car and attempts to "hot-wire" it, there will
be no power for him to start the vehicle.
Finally, common sense alone will help
deter or delay criminals. Do not leave your
car with the keys in it, or with the motor
running, even if you are only going to be
away from the car for a few seconds. Ten

seconds is plenty of time for thieves to com
mandeer a vehicle. Always roll up windows,
close sunroofs and lock doors and trunks.
Nobody at USD is safe from car theft. On
average, one car is stolen per month. Spend
ing lots of money for safety devices only
lower, not eliminate, the risk of yourcar being
stolen. Simpleprecautions likecommon sense
and inexpensivestarter kill switches give you
nearly the same amount of protection as do a
high-priced safety device.

CalTrans has informed the VISTA
News Bureau that Morena Street
offramp from westbound 1-8 will be
closed beginning Friday, April 2,1993
through Wednesday, April 7,1993 for
resurfacing of the Morena Bridge.
Alternate Routes from 1-8 westbound
would be 163 North to Friars Road
West or Hotel Circle East to Fashion
Valley Road North to Friars Road
West to Via Las Cumbres North.

JEFF FLUHARTY
IS STILL
SELLING HIS

BIG RED TRUCK

Call (619) 260-8872

April 1,1993
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Barnes critiques Clinton, looks to '96
Erik "I'm tired of Republicans taking credit
for the tearing down of the Berlin" Wahl
Staff Writer

Former Supreme Court correspondent
Fred Barnes was welcomed
.
to USD last Wednesday to
speak on political issues. The
renowned conservative
writer for the New Republic
magazine is also a panelist
on the "McLaughlin Group"
television show.
Barnes took the stage
shortly after 5:30 p.m. and
began with an array of lib
eral-bashing jokes to warm
up his audience. Jokesranged
from homosexuals entering
the military to sending
"warm greetings from the
commander-in-chief ...
Hillary." These, in conjunc
tion with the accusation that
Democrats were"uneducated
and easy to command,"
brought chuckles from the
conservative gathering.
The talk was outlined by
three questions. Is Clinton
really a new Democrat? Will
his economic plan succeed?
And will Clinton be reelected
in 1996?
According to Barnes, the
Fred
fact that Clinton was dubbed
a new Democrat was couched
in the premise that he was proposing no new
taxes on the middle class. Clinton, he pro
claimed, has already reneged on that promise
citing the huge deficit, but has also proposed

finger at the biased media and stated, "The
economy itself hasn't changed, but the way
the press covers the economy is what has
changed."
Barnes stated, "In July of '92, it was re
ported that 96 percent of all
media coverage regarding
the economy was negative,
whereas in December, the
coverage was 66 percent
positive, though we have
been experiencing the same
rate of five percent recovery
over the last nine months."
After bracketing Clinton
into the typical"old" Demo
crat category, he touched
briefly upon what needs to
be done to defeat Clinton in
1996. The focus of Republi
can attention has been on
regaining the 19 percent of
voters who spilled onto Ross
Perot's ticket in 1992.
Barnes confidently called
Ross Perot the most egotisti
cal man in America. Barnes
felt this extra effort, in con
£ junction with Clinton's sup
£ posedly self-destructive
"big-government politics,"
will create an opening for
a
Republicans again in 19%.
He concluded by sum
ming up President Clinton
as a "classical tax-andBarnes speaks to a captive audience of USD students.
spend" Democrat, despite his
embracing
rhetoric.
Though Barnes ada
economy.
mantly
opposed
Clinton's
ideological posi
Barnes claimed that Clinton is the lucky
tion,
he
conceded
to
liking
him as a person.
recipient, but not the cause, of the apparent
a broad-based energy tax which will hurt the
middle class further. In addition, Clinton
appointed to his Cabinet old-style Democrats
mired in the tradition of pork-barrel politics
and tax-and-spend methods to fix the

si

SMOKE
the
VISTA...

recorrection in the economy. He pointed his

V I S T A SPRING

FASHION PREVIEW
Here is a sample of what you'll
be wearing this Spring!

Spandex, skin,
dumbbells
&
blondes

ADRENALINE

Recycle the Clinton Administration
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Seeing (lie ight

Tories • Republicans • Right wingers • Conservatives»Token Liberal
Buckley. I need good, unbiased
sources like Dan Rather and NBC
News to avoid the overwhelmingly
conservative media.
I then progressed to the last and
perhaps most traumatic step of all.
It had taken a great deal of courage
to change this much. Still, I had to
shed my illiberal, reactionary heros
for more suitable idols. Churchill
had to go because of his militarism
and hatred of progressive social
ism. Adam Smith was ejected be
cause of his oppressive capitalism
and hatred of government's helping
hand. The legendary Theodore
facts say otherwise, surely we have Roosevelt was history because he
to stop logging nationwide in case a was a dead white male and he had
spotted owl had ever vacationed in hunted, even though he set up the
Arizona.
first national
I was so happy.
park, which we
My conversion As change slowly
will just ignore.
was well on its overtook me, I felt a
Margaret
way to success. I
Thatcher had to
was receiving greater draw to it
go because she
mail from People and began to follow
was not "fe
for the Ethical
male" enough
the bold
Treatment of
for some of my
Animals, NOW, revolutionary groups comrades.
Then, the ul
the Cuban em like ACT-UP and
bassy, Mother
timate step. I
Jones, IRA, Ed Earth First that are
realized that the
Asner and UC bettering America.
economic
Berkeley. I must
boom of the
really be a member of the liberal 1980s actually never happened and
cause now. Strange though, they all that Ronald Reagan was, is and
asked for money. Isn't money what always will be the true source of
we're fighting against by raising world evil. I had become a true
the investment brackets? Isn't liberal! I am Clintonic.
money what the capitalists use to
Wait a minute. What's going on
oppress us? Hmmm. Very strange. here? I've heard that I'm supposed
Oh well, my liberal masters would to be the fascist, neo-nazi, zionist
never deceive me. We liberals real conservative ... not a liberal! Sud
ize government is the final solution denly, I grab my Orange County
to all progress, uh, Freudian slip, Register. Whew, it must have been
make that problems.
just a really bad, bad, bad dream.
Next, I had to adjust my sources You see I saw today's date and
of information.
Bye, bye remembered. Today is the day
McLaughlin Group. No more Rush America honors its liberals. Dang,
Limbaugh. Farewell to William F. that was unnerving.

A long-time conservative finally changes his views
have finally done it. I have
undergone my long-needed
catharsis. I have undergone
/
the sweeping change known as
Clintonoia.
At first, it was very subtle. I
wanted to ring cracked bells and
take long-distance bus rides.
Slowly, it progressed. I no longer
regarded Jane Fonda as a traitor or
Sam Donaldson as crazed. Alan
Cranston was now an object of pity
and adoration, rather than anger. It
was all so easy to take those first
steps.
As change slowly overtook me, I
felt a greater draw to it and began to
follow theboldrevolutionarygroups
like ACT-UP and Earth First that
are bettering America. Unfortu
nately the need to save money to
pay for Bill's investment program
stopped me from spiking any trees
and maiming or killing one of those
evil, exploitative lumbeijacks.
Still, I realized I had to go even
further on my journey to change. I
had to enlist in the ACLU to help
make people do what they should
do to be good liberals but are too
ignorant to want to do by them
selves.
Then, I noticed both Clintons and
much of the Cabinet were esteemed

Michael
Ward
members of our nation's conscience,
the Bar Association. I thought to
myself that surely I must join this
group to be a true liberal like Bill.
Plus, as a tort lawyer, I could win
outrageoussums by suing those evil
corporations that make things in the
name of an "economy," which we
all know is simply a fascist plot to
oppress the worker. Also, the Bar
was still controlled by reactionaries
who demanded that I pass the op
pressive bar exam to join. We'll
certainly have to change that Why
should we reward competence?
That's discrimination against the
inept!
After that, I had to go change my
foreign policy ideas, which I was
told really don't matter anyhow.
No more support for the use of the
imperialistarmed forces. They were
part of our evil pastand are entirely
responsible for the budget deficit.
From now on, we must practice
total isolationism and protection
ism so we don' t have to weary about

anyone else. Who cares if the battle
for Dushanbe involves nuclear
weapons? All we have to do abroad
is send out the Peace Corps chant
ing, "JFK's Camelot is here" and
everything will be great.
Change was indeed happening. I
was a new man ("person" for the
politically correct). Then, it struck
me. I had to be politically correct to
be a good liberal. In fact, I can't be
a good liberal, since "good" implies
a judgment, which is politically in
correct. At least, I can still be a
liberal unafraid toexpose myself to
the world. I was doing what even
Dukakis wouldn't: Proudly admit
ting I was a liberal.
I also had to change my outlook
on society. I decided that all art, no
matter how it may offend those back
ward Yahoo religious types, should
be funded by the government with
out restriction. Jails are far too
crowded. Rather than be reaction
ary and build more, we must fur
lough and release these victims of
society. Our criminals need far
more rights. Obsolete, bourgeois
ideas like common sense must be
eliminated. I also realized that we
as a society had to put our focus on
what was truly important: spotted
owls and kangaroo rats. Even if

VISTA: A look towards next year
The paper faces collapse unless students come through soon
This may be April Fool's, but we're
not joking. Imagine going to the
VISTA racks on Thursday to see the
latest IM rankings for your basket
ball team. But when you reached the
rack there was no paper. Instead, you
find a notice stating that the student
publication has been discontinued.
Student involvement with the pa
per has been low over the past years,
and recruitment has proved to be
slow and difficult. This May, the
core members of the VISTA staff,
who have taken on the responsibility
of production and improvement, are
either graduating or leaving.
This past week, the VISTA has
been asking students for financial

VISTA Editorial
support. We are now asking for your
active involvement in its survival.
Unless the students take an interest
beyond weekly readership, the cam
pus community will lose its voice.
The VISTA will fold. Not only will
students lose their paper, they will
lose a practical journalistic education
and job source.
To prevent this situation, the VISTA
staff is asking you to consider the
importance of this medium. For you
to better understand what it is to be
come a part of the paper, we will be
running a weekly description of open
positions. Applications are available

in the office located downstairs in the
UC.
This transition is a critical point in
the VISTA's 31-year history. It's as
simple as this: If the positions are not
filled, the paper will not go to print
and USD will lose its only under
graduate paper.
Many sections will be totally miss
ing or greatly reduced unless this situ
ation is changed rapidly. Imagine not
having the stimulating articles of
Opinion to think about. Where else at
USD can students engage in debate
every week? Some articles have even
been used in classes. All of this is at
risk.
The VISTA acts as the students'

mouthpiece. The paper has helped
get student concerns addressed by
making them public. An isolated|
letter cannot do that.
The VISTA is not perfect and it is I
not the easiest job in the world.
What it is is students trying to
accomplish something for USD.
The VISTA may not be optimal in
its current form, but it is certainly
better than not having a paper at all|
for USD.
So think about it. Do you have|
the courage and the desire to con
tinue the VISTA1 Dare to take the I
VISTA challenge. Otherwise, there
might not be articles to ponder. [
Then who would be sorry?

i
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Recall the Clinton Administration

The base
of problems

YOU PEOftE IN "WE
$IMPVN W&NT MORE

much for to the system. Maybe we
should go with only six now.
The point, however, is that these
bases need to be closed. Yet, the
welfare of those communities who
may be severly affected by these
closings should not be forgotten. I
would like to think that I have all the
answers and could solve all of the
world's problems, but I can t. How
to help these communities should
only be decided by those trained to
deal with these problems.
The new administration is work
ing hard (much harder than previ
cian would at least do something for ous administations who prided
their country until a year before re themselves on the idea of less gov
election. Now, we have a new trend ernment) to cut wasteful spending
in which the thoughts of the next and to redirect other expenditures
election appear within daysfollow to where they are truly needed —
health care,infrastructure, environ
ing the election.
In all fairness to her, she is not the ment and education. To keep these
only one engaged in this practice, bases open wastes tens of millions
but this does not justify her actions. of dollars annually. Not only this, it
Feinstein feels that closing nine continues to perpetuate the diseased
bases in California would literally violence-is-the-answer attitude in
destroy our economy. She feels fecting our country.
At any rate, people need to real
that the cuts were not fair. But what
needs to be understood is that the ize that others exist and that others
military is proposing the cuts. Top are in need.We need to look beyond
officer after top officer has stated ourselves to understand that the way
that many of the military's bases are welive has dire conseqences on
sitting idle. To paraphrase one top humans thousands of miles away.
official, it's like having six cars and Others will be hurt by these clos
10 garages; we just don't need four ings. It will not always be fair. We
still haveother bases. In some states,
extra garages.
Feinstein's concerns are legiti the closings will be more drastic.
mate. She is watching out for her
The problem is clear. It is damag
constituents because that is what ing to our economy to close numer
she was elected to do ... plus she ous bases. It will be more devastat
wants to be re-elected. Maybe clos ing to our future if we keep these
ing nine bases at one time is too bases open and m isdirect our money.
find it ironic that Dianne
Feinstein is fighting
the base closings in Califor
/
nia. During her campaign last fall,
she said that the United States
should cut its defense budget.
She is typical of politicians ob
sessed with re-election. A politi-

The liberal view

Editors' Note: Due to the three
complaints that we've had regard
ing the usual one-sidedness of this
section, we bring you an intelli
gent, reasoned, logical (and typi
cal) liberal point of view. We are
pleased to announce that Bill has
agreed to outline his political phi
losophy for us.
/I »A >#T#**•* #
V
An A*Q> MAT IAA*
*m i****
baoaga
##A#TIQ symbolism over sub
stance A3BA*GA#TA**A
#B* « #OJ*AG#T*© *AGA
•ATT*A Only the rich will pay
more taxes A*OABAT JB*
#BQT*AG QAAG T*A AAA
AAA •* T*A ^AAITJI
AAOABAAT^a«TAQB^
**#•* AAAOAA TQ OA •
**B#G## I feel your pain
AQBAABAAA T*#T T*A
OQBTAAQ#* -t-#*BTJB
TA0O *#A •••*•*!
»#A#**^
AIAAAA • >QB$T GOAAA
TOIAA JB T*A They are not
taxes, they're contributions
OA**#* AMAAOAV AAA
• OA A A AUOAT*AB*t A A
• GAOAOOAG#
T*A
••AAAAABT AAA«##I

Bill
Rodham
*ATA OAAA •• *ABA
•AAA ** •• A** AJOa
OATA • •AQBABB family
values are oppressive A#AI
•#A»# BQT MAT O
OJBT*^*** #A©*G##A
••A OO* OAAOAAA *A AA
Abortion on demand BGT AQA
AAAAB* ABJA** JB *•*
OAATAA AAAAAA OB*
T*A *Symbolism over substance
AQBAAGAOTAAAA OGA
#B*GI OA AOA A* •* T*A
H»l *A AAOOA IAT* *JGA
A A*B OAAOAGA If you were
married to Hillary, wouldn't you
cheat on her too?
OB*
TAA
OAAAO
MAT
ABTABA AAAAAA I agree with
the minority but would have voted
with the majority TAAA AQBa
AGQBTOTAQB^
Win, win Ho Chi Minh&TA
AOAI AJG GAJGOA OAAA
••* AABAOAI OB* *G^
••AO* TO AAT *QM T*A
^GAAAAABT OAAOAAA

T*AI *#AA Hell, no, we won't
go BJT*AB* OATTAG TO
*Q^ Symbolism over sunbstance
*AGA# T*AI OGA ABA
•••AAA AB BAIAGOGAGA
OB* 00*0IABAA# OB*
T*AI Socialized medicine is best,
just ask the Russians*AAG OB
AIA OA AG ••AAGBOABT
••OAAA A A OB* GGBAA
TAAAA OB* TfOT AA
*OJ*^, Government can solve
every problem, big and small
***AG ACOBAOOO# *Q»A
AAAG# AA TAAAG 0#*A
TOBT ABOO What middle-class
tax cut? AOATI TO OGGAAA
OT OBI AGAOAQBOOOAh
OOTAGBOTAAAA TO Sym
bolism over substance •••**
•AG BOTAUB->A GGJOa
•AOA^
*** OAAAO# *•****•#
AA BQA flower power
••*•••*# HQ IAGA AIA
TGAOAOI AIAATA* JAAG
T*A GG we must have the cour
age tochange QAGAAT •*GA A
AAAAAB* O BA»A*OBAA
TQ AQOGAGOTA AB symbol
ism over substance AUBTABAa
AB* BOTAJB# *OAA BJ)
GAAJGTA* TO T*AAG I
never inhaled.

A woman president?
M A iversity is taking root in
t J the minds of USD stu
M , S dents. Not the reason
able, inclusive diversity, but intel
lectually undeveloped, knee-jerk
diversity. The kind that replaces
dominance of one point of view
with another, instead of having a
healthy coexistence.
Several times over the last week
and a half I have over-heard people
discussing the race for USD AS
president and mentioning the fact
that it's about time USD had a
woman president They were refer
ring, of course, to the candidacy of
Valerie Attisha for that office.
Please understand that Attisha's
candidacy, platform, views or per
sonality have nothing to do with
what will be said here.
That point made, we can focus
on the comment that "USD needs a
woman president," made by mem
bers of our community recently.
This statement demonstrates the
foolishness of the quota mentality
that too easily results from the im-

of those that make the P.C. argu
ment is that somehow it isn't sexist
to discriminate against males in the
name of "womyn" (always remem
ber to take out the "man") or to
discriminate against whites in the
name of minorities, etc.
By doing this, they show that
proper "diversity" attitude. Assum
ing that these people will carry out their concern is not to quell oppres
their wishes in the form of voting, sion, but rather to become the op
they demonstrate this foolishness. pressors themselves. When we re
Why should USD have a woman place one form of discrimination
president? Why do we"need" one? with another, we progress about as
Does this imply that there are char far as I can throw Founders Hall.
This is exactly what quotas and
acteristics inherent in women that
make them better presidents than the "diversity" thing here is doing.
USD doesn't need a woman presi
men?
You see, if someone were to say dent, or a man president, or a what
that we need a man president solely ever-president USD needs a good
because he is a man, immediately student president, plain and simple.
I have always said that the sooner
that person would be charged with
we
erase divisive lines based on
sexism, ostracized, and at some uni
versities whose administrations are gender, race or ethnicity that the
held virtually hostage by the radical better things will be. This doesn't
"politically correct" movement, that mean ignoring one's ethnicity, butit
person would be lucky to not be does mean that you don't practice
kicked out of school.
your own discrimination in placeof
The mostly subconscious logic another's.

Mario
H. Lopez

Kevin C.
Papp

w
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Notice to those who admire Sweden's vaunted "cradle-tograve" welfare system: The Swedish government has announced
the system isgoing tobe drastically cut back becauseof a budget
defict that represents 12 percent of Gross Domestic Product
"Maybe we can call this his military service. Three hours is
more than he had before." — Cmdr. Bill Gortney commenting
on the Clinton visit to U.S.S. Theodore Roosevelt.
"The tough talk has come down to TV dinners drifting on the
breeze." — Editorial by the Sydney Morning Herald on the
Bosnian air drops.
"He's going to blunder in and we're going to have a highertaxing president on our hands as well as a protectionist... it's a
pretty lethal combination." — New Zealand Finance Minister
Ruth Richardson on Bill Clinton.
Reversing himself (again) Clinton now says it is "not appropri
ate" to send an envoy to Northern Ireland at this time. Did he
read the VISTA?
Congratulations to the IRA. Another "glorious victory" the
other day. The 4- and 12-year old boys you killed outside a store
were certainly valuable "military targets." Such courage.
It seems that Clinton has received over 15,000 postcards from
Vietnam Veterans asking him not to visit the Vietnam Memo
rial. One card read "Let's not see you engage in any hyp>ocisy."
Afraid it's too late for that
West Point officials also have discouraged a visit by Clinton out
of widespread fear that he would be booed by cadets there. Such
a popular man. Bill is.
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Things are heating up and we
may be taking the blame for it
Rifkin's speech on global warming left audience with many questions
dozen signed up for the two com
bined. But considering that about
eighty people attended the ses
sion, the majority was not in agree
ment
Even Steven Jay Gould, author
of "An Urchin In The Storm,"
stated in his book that he "regards
'Algeny' [one of Rifkin's books]
as a cleverly constructed tract of
anti-intellectual propaganda mas
querading as scholarship." He fur
ther criticized the literature by say
ing that he did not disagree with
Rifkin's basic plea for respecting
the integrity of evolutionary im
ages, but thought that it was prob
ably the worst book "promoted as
serious intellectual statements by
important thinkers."
At times Rifkin acted as if he
would be more satisfied living in
the 19th century. A comparison

Chris Woo
Staff Writer

The address made by Jeremy
Rifkin last Thursday on global
warming was intriguing to openeared idealists, but due to its oneside nature, the session did not aim
to please everyone.
Rifkin's knowledge and numer
ous bode credits made him out to be
an upstage player in global warm
ing and a persistent speaker for
nearly two hours. Many times he
invoked justified references in his
speech, but did not attempt tosolve
anything. But he did cite problems
and reasons based on logic.
"We have affected the biochem-

"lVe have affected

the biochemistry
of a planet in the
universe."
- Jeremy Rifkin
istry of a planet in the universe,"
said Rifkin. Unfortunately, later he
revoked his own statement by say
ing, "My friends, there is nota tech
nology on this planet that can heal
the Earth."
The anti-development theme that
dominated Rifkin's speech proved
worthy of an informational that
could have been shortened along
with the redundancies.
"I expected something different,"
said USD sophomore John Kuder.
"I only agreed about half the time. It
was like he was laying the blame on
our generation."
Older audience members were
more amused with Rifkin's theo
ries, while the younger crowd

Jeremy Rifkin talks of the effects of global warming.
thought he was rattling off too many
complaints without giving any so
lutions.
"We are producing and consum
ing faster than the world can replen
ish itself,"said Rifkin. Then he went
on to summon other complaints to
back up the initial passage.
To students who had not read his
books or lived through his genera
tion and lifestyle, his wisdom
seemed more like a lecturegiven by
a parent orreformed elder practitio
ner of utilitarianism. He preached
how his generation had made many
mistakes and learned from them
and how the present youth of today
needed to learn from his mistakes

and clean up their mess.
Some members of the audience
were quite amused by this formula
tion but later displayed confused
expressions ratherthan enlightened
ones. Others went as far as to walk
out in the middle of the session.
More like a lesson on communi
cations and ethics than an update on
global wanning, Rifkin's speech
was like that of a motivational
speaker. He did influence people to
get involved in the Beyond Beef
Coalition on April 17 and form en
vironmental groups within thecom
munity through the Student Envi
ronmental Action Committee
(SEAC). Around one-and-a-half

Jeremey Rifkin compares two concepts of time saying that people are too impatient.

"My friends, there
is not a technol
ogy on this planet
that can heal the
Earth."
- Jeremy Rifkin
between efficiency and sufficiency
criticized utilitarianism (which his
generation promoted) while he
defined and re-defined consump
tion of the past and present This
helped to clarify his main objec
tive: that we should take a step
back to look at things and settle
for sufficient living because it is
more "sustainable" than effi
ciency.
"What, do they want us to live
in caves now?" questioned USD
senior Matt Young.
Rifkin brought about sound-bite
theories that really had no basis in
global warming, but more of the
human attitude and subconscious
litter like the type of watch you
had on your wrist, or the "atten
tion deficit"of children today. He
attributed this deficiency to tele
vision and virtual reality video
games. "We need to break the jam
of electronic culture," he said.
There was very little revolu
tionary contentinRifkin'sspeech,
though by the way it was spoken,
you would have never known.
"I hope your children thank you
for making this world safe and a
decent place to live in," Rifkin
ended. Reflecting upon Rifkin's
accusatory words, we are left with
one question: How can the youth
of today be expected to do this
when his generation did the exact
opposite?

Global
warming
Fiona Mills
Assistant Editor

Put away your skis and snow
shovels. There will be no need for
such objects in the next century,
for the earth is experiencing
record-breaking global tempera
tures. The greenhouse effect is
underway! Or is it?
There have been globalwarming scares throughout the
20th century. Starting in the
1930s, temperatures rose steadily
for several years. During the
1980s, the same weather pattern
occurred.
But from 1940 through the
early 1970s, global temperatures
dramatically declined. Similarly,
the global temperature in 1990
was two to four degrees Fahren
heit lower than most years,
according to Vice President A1
Gore in his book "Earth in the
Balance".
So, why the scare? The global
warming theory can be attributed
to the consensus of computers
which predict that warming will
occur. That is not the same as to
say that scientific experts believe
that global warming will happen.
The strongest documents
supporting the global warming
theory are a series of statements
from the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Control, which are
based on computer models.
The extreme variations in
weather patterns must be taken
into consideration. Since the
biosphere is so vast and complex,
computers can only make approxi
mations. Temperature records
also present a problem since even
the best ones can be fuzzy by a
few shades of a degree.
In order to identify such
limitations, researchers run global
climate model computers in
reverse. When such models are
set to conditions of 1880, it is
predicted that global temperatures
should by now have risen as
much as five degrees. But the
actual increase over the 20th
century is at most one degree.
Natural temperature movements
are extremely gradual. Rapid
temperature movements such as
those purported by advocates of
the global warming theory should
be accepted only after careful
research.
These are a few things to take
into consideration when con
fronted with the global warming
theory. This is not to say that we
should continue to abuse the
Earth's atmosphere. Prevention of
future disasters is in our hands.
Until we know exactly how our
actions affect our environment, we
would be foolish to ignore Mother
Nature's warnings.
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Internships Put Students
One Step Ahead

Campus
Chronicles
By Jeremy Watson

I think, therefore
I question?

I

t seems harder nowadays
to figure out what you are
going todo after you graduate
from college. There's just too
many options. I guess the best
thing to do is just stay in col
lege until one finds out. Un
less, of course,you'reatUSD.
Then you just keep going until
you run out of money.
Classes are really more en
joyable when the teacher
brings visual aids. One sum
mer at UCSD, I was taking a
political science course taught,
luckily, by a very distinguished
USD professor. The topic for
the day wasEuropean weapon
systems. The material was ad
equately delivered by Profes
sor Randy Willoughby, but the
point really came across with
the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtle Pizza Thrower. A notso-successful demonstration
of this weapon, though, did
not tarnish the exhibition.
Please, if anyone knows,
how long has the really big
tree next to Maher Hall been
bent out of shape?
Remember the good old
days, when there was a Sadie
Hawkins dance at your school?
When discussing this with a
group of friends, it became
brutally clear that a guy will
rarely ever turn down an invi
tation by a girl (just ask Bill
McGowan). Guys want to go
out just as much as girls do,
but neither seem to think that
Girls, rest assured that if you
can get up the guts (that some
men can't do), ask out a guy
once in a while. You'll prob
ably get a yes. You most prob
ably willgetayes. YOUWILL
GET A YES!
If you ever wondered who
the white-haired, aged pal who
says, "hi" to you as you dart to
class—it's President Hughes.

Top Five Movies
Last Week
"Groundhog Day"
$3.0 million
"The Crying Game"
4.
$3.4 million
"Point of No Return"
3.
$5.5 million
"Bom Yesterday"
2.
$5.9 million
"Teenage Mutant
1.
Ninja Turtles III"
$7.3 million
5.

studies tend to show that internship
experiences benefit the student in
Staff Writer
adding substance to their resumes,
adding to their experience and in
ost students are familiar creasing their chances of getting
with the depressing sta hired. Dr. Perry also suggested that
tistics of today's job the organization receives fresh in
market. In addition to the lack of put, new info and free work, and
jobs, students are finding a hiring that the University gains by allow
Catch-22: without applicable expe ing students to show the commu
rience, college graduates are hav nity their education.
ing trouble getting a job; yet, with
Carol Sigelman, director of com
out a job it nearly is impossible to munity relations at the Children's
gain experience.
Museum, has been in charge of the
Many USD students are finding internship program there for nine
the answer to this dilemma through years. She said that internshipsare
internship programs. Almost every invaluable both for the organiza
department at USD offers field or tion and the intern and that intern
research experience to be taken for ships provide a sat of practicum
credit. Additionally, eight depart that many college programs do not
ments offer credit, up to three units offer. She sees the intern experi
a semester, for an internship posi ence as an opportunity to fine-tune
tion. In most cases, students are many marketable job skills.
provided with listings of potential
Sigelman also said that without
positions and have opportunities an internship or a similar work ex
available ranging from corporations perience, young graduates will not
such as IBM to upstart computer easily find a job. In fact, she spoke
graphics firms to governmental of of one recent college graduate who,
fices and science labs.
after searching unsuccessfully tor a
To be more attractive to prospec job for six months, got a part-time
tive employers and to compete in internship simply to boost his re
the"real world,"many students feel sume.
that an internship is the perfect an
Jeff Barker, a USD graduate in
swer.
1990, now works in marketing for
Dr. Linda Perry, who developed Sgro Promo in Northern California.
the internship program for the Com He insists that withoutan internship
munication Studies department or similar experience, a graduate
eight years ago, states that recent lacks marketable skills that poten

Tanya Kuzyk

M

tial employers lode for. "You can selves necessary confidence.
Laura Chapman, a graduating
not getajob without an internship,"
USD
senior, was recently offered a
he said.
Internships can also serve as a job as marketing coordinatoratFHP
transitional cushion to help students Health Care in San Diego. Chapman
adjust from the lifestyle of college worked there as an intern for a se
mester and a half before the posi
to the working world.
A current intern at the San Diego tion was created for her by her su
Convention Center said that the only pervisor.
Chapman reported that the only
reason she is interning at all is to
gain "real world experience" in or problem that she has with accepting
der to not "be so afraid to be in the the position is that she hadn't
planned on finding a job so soon.
real world" after graduation.
Matt Collins, also a graduating
Jen Scarborough, a senior at USD
and intern at a major television sta senior, has secured a job upon gradu
tion in San Diego, said confidently ation atan accounting firm in Norththat her internship has been "the em California as a result of his
mostvaluableexperienceoutof four success at his summer internship.
The Computer Science, Electri
years of college."
Courtney Peterson, an intern at cal Engineering, History, Political
McQuarter Group, the largest ad Science, Psychology, Sociology,
vertising and public relations firm Business and Communication Stud
in Southern California, said that an ies departments at USD offer in
internship is"one of the best things ternship courses for credit Most
that you can do with your educa require professor approval. More
tion." She said that her experience information can be received through
"sheds light on why I'm here — each individual department.
Dr. Perry advises underclassmen
what I'm doing in college, and what
I'm going to do in the real world." to plan ahead because the depart
Other benefits include contacts ment is strict on GPA requirements.
and even full-time job offers. In
fact. Dr. Perry reported that at least
one student every semester has been
offered a paid position from their
Ward Crosses the Line
intern position. Although students
"Never give in, never
often do not accept the offer that is
give
in, never, never,
made, they can use it as leverage in
future interviews and give themnever, never,...

On The Wall

Want an intership? Try
some of the many
opportunities abroad
Gretchen Anderson
Special to the VISTA

Thinking about doing an in
ternship? Why not do one in a
foreign country? The American
Institute For Foreign Study
(AIFS) offers internships in
fields such as Business and Eco
nomics, Politics and Social Sci
ences, Communications and Fine
Arts-Photography/Video and
Design. If your field of interest
is not included in these areas, the
program also offers special in
ternship opportunities for those
students with particular future
goals in mind.
The internship program is of
fered at Richmond College of
London, which is situated right
in the heart of the city. Students

on the program attend classes
for six weeks and finish up the
semester with nine weeks of fulltime work. Full semester hours
will be earned.
Internships positions students
have held in the past include
assisting a Master of Parliament,
working for a major record com
pany in the press or video de
partments, doing marketing
work for Warner Bros, film de
partment, working for CNN in
ternational, assisting doctors in
psychiatric situations, and work
ing with and assisting photogra
phers.
These are just a few of the
enormous amounts of opportu
nities that await you in London.
Just think of how much experi
ence you can get working in a
foreign country for nine weeks.

Not only will you gain needed
work experience that will look
great on your resume, but you
will also gain life and educa
tional experiences that you can't
find in a textbook. So why not
try it out. What have you got to
lose?
AIFS usually cost less than a
semester here, and die programs
are offered during the fall, spring
and summer.
Call AIFS today at 1-800-727AEFS and ask them about their
internship program in London,
or send for a free catalog: AIFS
102 Greenwich Avenue, Green
wich, CT 06830.
Note: In addition the the in
ternship program offered in Lon
don, AIFS also offers programs
for studying abroad in different
countries all over the world.

never give in except
to convictions of
honour or good
sense." — Churchill
"Our business is not
to know all things,
but only those which
concern our con
duct" — John Locke
"I cannot stand the
people who said:
'Your duty is to
relieve poverty,' and
when you have done
it, turning around
and saying, 'You
belong to a material
ist society.'" — Lady
Margaret Thatcher
"No one would
remember the Good
Samaritan if he'd
only had good inten
tions. He had
money as well." —
Lady Margaret
Thatcher
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Thoughts on Jerry, Heather and JT
"He was fighting a war that never ended, trying to go
back through books, pictures, stories and anyone who
could relate. "I should have died," he told the redwoods as
he sat on the first step of his porch. "If I would have only..."
Irregularly breathing likeachild whohas just been scolded,
he yells out, "Why?!"
He covers hiseyes with his rough hands, and slides them
through the perspiration on his forehead until he grasps
hair. The veins in his strong, muscular forearms begin to
show. Machine-gun-fire rings out! The sounds of the
jungle are alive in the northern California winter breeze. A
helicopter flies out of a ghostly white cloud and beats
through the blue sky. Suddenly, a neighbor's dog licks his
hand. He looks down and stares blankly into the innocent
eyes of the golden retriever. Tears begin to flow and his
bottom lip starts to tremble. "Robinson liked dogs," he
says with a childlike laugh. "Always said he was gonna
have twoof 'em and live on a big farm. Of course, that was
before... Robinson! What ami supposed todo? Robinson,
Medena, Jackson, I'm sorry! I should have been there."
The air numbs his wet face as he walks into the garage, and
over to an old box filled with dark green.
He slips his arms into a jacket The smell of '68
intoxicates him with twenty five years of helpless anger.
He takes out a shot gun and wraps Robinson's lucky
bandanna around theend. The cloth restson the back of his
tongue and the cold steel rubs against the inside of his
mouth as he kneels on the cement. With his arms stretched
out tight hesees a not-so-old Barbie Doll abandoned in the
comer. His eyes, which had not blinked in minutes, begin
to drip onto Robinson's lucky bandanna. He tastes the
salty tears, then he tastes only blood. His war has finally
ended in peace."
I wrote the above words a year ago after my Dad called
to tell me our neighbor Jeny had committed suicide,
leaving behind his wife and 14-year-old daughter. Jerry
and my Dad were in Vietnam together. They both experi
enced the intense horrors of war: death hiding in the
shadows day after day, life reduced to mere survival and
the blood of theirfriends continually upon their clothes and
skin.
My Dad says he can tell if a guy was in Vietnam. He says
he can't really describe it, it's just a feeling he gets, a look
in a man's eyes.
My Dad has told me many stories, I've read about war
and seen pictures, but I cannot even begin to understand
what it must have been like for people like my Dad and

Flu's Views
By Jeff Fluharty

Jerry. I can't imagine the loneliness, anger and remorse that
must have tormented Jerry to take his life. Nothing in my past
allows me to relate to why my Dad wakes at the slightest
sound and always looks up when a helicopter flies overhead.
I can listen, but I can never truly understand. Empathy is
a continual struggle and so often I feel passive and limited
when faced with the scars and pain of others. Like when
Heather and I had dinner last fall:
Between us sat more than two fruit smoothies and a couple
feet of table. We were having dinner at a small restaurant,
reminiscing about our past when Heather started to tell a
story.
"I needed help in Calculus, that's how it all happened," she
said with a slight laugh. "His name was Justin and I met him
at a friend's party. I remember when he first walked up to me.
Trying to impress me, he miss-quoted a passage from
Shakespeare and I laughed. "The Two Gentlemen of Verona"
I think it was. Out of embarrassment he said, "Well math is
really my thing." And that's how it all happened. I told him
I had a "C" and he said he could tutor me.
A couple nights later he came over and we studied on my
couch. The funny thing is that I was actually starting to get
a few problems right, when suddenly I felt his hand on my
thigh. I was uncomfortable and quickly asked him a question
about the next problem. He said it was time for a study break
and closed the book. I wasn't sure what to do, my body just
froze when he pushed me back onto the couch and kissed me.
I tried to force him off me but he was too strong and I was
weak with fear. His hand went up my skirt and my eyes shut
tight.."
Heather proceeded to describe how Justin raped her that
night. She told me how she tried to wash the smell of him off
her body but couldn't She told me how she cried herself to
sleep and how he came back into her dorm room several
nights later and she held a steak knife and screamed for him
to leave.
Out of fear and the thought that maybe in some way it was
her fault, she had only told one girlfriend and myself of this
event that happened five years ago.
I remember sitting in that restaurant listening to Heather.
She told her story so calmly, with so little emotion it was as

if she were telling me about a book she read or a movie she
had seen.
I asked her questions and wanted to reach out to her in
some way but she said it wasover, a part of her past. There
was nothing I could do or say. I wanted to say everything
was alright, but it wasn't. I wanted to say I could under
stand, but I couldn't. I was angry for what my gender was
capable of, and I felt a huge gap between myself as a man
and her as a woman.
The difference between how one set of eyes sees the
world and how another set sees the world is so often
inconceivable. I am reminded of an experience in high
school:
JT and I went to the same high school, played on the
same baseball team and were friends. He was one of the
guys, but there were times when I realized that the world
treated him differently then it treated me. JT was black and
I was white.
Our high school was located in Atherton, a wealthy,
predominantly Caucasian neighborhood on the west side
of the railroad tracks. East Palo Alto, on the other side of
"the tracks," was a lower income, mostly African-American community.
I remember walking along the road with JT after practice
to get a drink at the local store. We were talking about our
prospects for making the playoffs when a pick-up truck
slowed down beside us. There were two guys in the truck,
both white, and the one in the passenger side stuck his head
out the window and yelled to me, "You better tell your
buddy he's on the wrong side of the tracks."
The truck speed away and JT and I were left stunned,
standing on the side of the street I looked at JT.
"Don't worry about it" he said.
"What a couple of assholes."
"Just forget it"
"You have as much right as anyone to walk this street,
and besides, you go to school here..."
"Jeff, let's just go get a couple sodas, OK?"
I don' t know what it must have felt like for JT to hear that
comment, or what it must be like to live in a world that often
tells him that because of hisskin color he is less than others.
I struggle to understand the pain and fears of others. But
can I ever really begin to understand what drove Jerry to
suicide, or Heather's sense of violation after being raped,
or the daily struggles that JT faces as an African-American
in today's society? I listen and try to help, but I can never
truly say, "I know what you feel."

We'd like your 2 cents
In an effort to provide USD with the best newspaper possible, the VISTA has designed this
survey. We would appreciate it if you could take a few minutes to seriously consider some of the following questions and
return the survey to the VISTA office. Thanks.
WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR?

WHAT YEAR ARE YOU?

HAVE YOU EVER WRITTEN FOR THE VISTA?

1. How often do you read the VISTA ?

6. Do you find Outlook interesting? What
would you like to see added to Outlook? Movie
listings, maybe?

9. What is one thing the VISTA does well and
one it could improve on?

Weekly Monthly Seldom Never
2. Do you find the stories interesting?
Yes Somewhat No
3. Where do you most often pick up your
copy of the paper?
UC Maher SerraLoma
Crossroads Palomar Library
Olin Law Library Harmon
Camino Founders Other
4. What is your favorite section?
News Opinion Social Issues
College Life Outlook Sports Off
Beat Intramurals
5. Does the VISTA accurately cover the
issues that are important to you?
Yes Somewhat No

7. Should the VISTA cover:
more / less on campus news
more / less local news
more / less national/world news
8. Has the VISTA improved since its separation
from AS (Fall 1992)?

10. The VISTA is interested in knowing what
it can do to improve. What are your general
impressions of the paper? What specifically
could the paper change or add to make it a
more interesting, entertaining paper for you?
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ONLY AT USD
Calendar
Thursday April 1
Music at Noon. Music students in recital at the French Parlor. This event
is free. For more information x4486.
Institute for Project Management. Discussion on "Contract/ Procurement
Management" from 6:30-9:30p.m., Olin Hall, room 225. There is a fee,
call x2480 for more information.
The undergraduate theater department will present, "Hot L Baltimore," by
Lanford Wilson. Runs through April 4 times and admission fee varies.
Call x4901 for information.

Win a free limo to
the Senior Banquet!
The person who can correctly identify the most baby pictures
shown this week and those in the April 15 issue of the VISTA will
win a limousine ride to the Senior Banquet. Entry forms can be
turned in to the box at the UC. You must be a senior to enter. If
there is more than one correct entry form, a winner will be drawn
from that pool.

A discussion on "International Relations and the Environment" will be
held at 7p.m. in the UC.
Friday April 2
Business Update Seminar. "It's 1993! Is E.C. Working?", speaker Tom
Morris, associate professor of international management. 8:30 a.m. conti
nental breakfast, 8-9a.m. seminar. At the Manchester Executive Confer
ence Center. There is a fee. For more information, x4644.
Tuesday April 6
Freelance Journalist to Speak. Adam Kaye will speak to USD students
about his work and travels in Latin America in Serra Hall, room 204 from
11:15-1:00 p.m. All students are welcomed. For further information
please contact Prof. David Sullivan, x4429.
Wednesday April 7
Certificate in International Business. "Global Marketing." T.N.
Somasundaram, assistant professor of marketing. Continues Wednesdays
through April. There is a fee. For more information, x4644.

POST IT
A chance for you to ask the person of your dreams to a fabulous time on a
yacht. You will be entertained by both a DJ. and a live band. The Spring
Ball is April 17, and only $35 a couple. Tickets will go on sale April 5.
Hurry, supply is limited.
Membership applications for the Student Alumni Association (SAA) are
now available in the Alumni Office in Maher Hall. Completed forms are
due April 13.
Actors Anonymous is producing "Lip Sync '93"— A lip sync contest with
$300 total cash prizes and numerous door prizes. Join the fun. The grand
event takes place on Tuesday April 13, at 7:30p.m. For more information
call T.J. Burke at 294-6875 after 8n.m.

Make

Don't forget, four more photos will
appear in the April 15 issue of the
VISTA.

Your Occasion P
TO & FROM AIRPORT
• 5 Minutes from Airport

• Airport courtesy phones

» Cadillac Stretch
• Sedans » Buses

• Rolls Rovce Stretch
• Mercedes Benz Stretch
• Lincoln Continental Stretch

Largest Limousine
Company
in San Diego

• Double Deckers

PRESIDENTIAL LIMOUSINE
Since 1979
Since
1979
24 Hour Service

$50 Off
Your Wedding Package

$10 OFF Round Trip

1 FREE HOUR

TCP1268P

per day

^ DP

YOU'LL BE OREETEO A
TREATED WITH A SMILE

2085 Hotel Circle South

Up to 25 People

Book Ik'torc 4/ 50/^5

K50

291-2820
Night Out On
The Town

$5 OFF One Way

Fenced
Secured Parking
Well Lighted
24 Hr Surveillance

Starting at $25/Uour

PARTY
BUSES

WEDDINGT AIRPORT
SPECIAL
SPECIAL

•
•
•
•

s25

OFF

(S45 Value)
,
With the I'urchdso ot Two I lours I
Book Before 4 >0

WE ACCEPT RESERVATIONS
*Colt Us First. Compare Our Rates'

M* DIEGO
AM I MEM CO.

Mm

2771 Kuril St • Son Diego

Exit on Posecrsns
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No. 22 in the nation
Men's Baseball: Toreros get
national recognition and now
face NCAA champion Waves
second to it in the standings.
The team got some momentum for this
week by beating cross town rival San
Diego State, 7-2. Righthander Matt
To be the best, you have to beat the best. LaBelle (4-1) earned his fourth victory of
That is what the USD baseball team will be the season for USD.
USD strengthened its WCC record over
attempting to do this weekend when it hosts
defending West CoastConferenceandNCAA the weekend by winning two out of three
games against Loyola Marymount Uni
champion Pepperdine University.
For the first time, USD will enter a game versity.
with a national ranking. Since becoming a
Friday's game was postponed until Sun
member of NCAA Division I in 1979, the day because of rain. In the opening game
team has never been ranked until it made the of Saturday's doubleheader, the Toreros
No. 22 position in Collegiate Baseball maga won a 5-3 decision over the Lions.
LefthanderTravis Burg us (4-1) hada shut
zine this week.
USD is currently in first place in the WCC out for seven innings before settling for a
standings with a record of 12-3. To get an complete-game, four-hit victory.
Righthander Mike Saipe (5-2) contin
idea of how good that is, USD finished last
season with a record of 14-13 in the WCC. ued his superb pitching with a two hit
The team's overall record of 22-7 is equally shutout in a 3-0 USD victory. All LMU
impressive. Last year, the team had an over could manage off Saipe was two singles.
The Toreros saw their ten-game win
all record of 28-24.
Even with its impressive record, USD streak come to an end on Sunday when the
knows the road to the WCC championship Lions beat them, 6-2.
Catcher Kevin Heide led the offense
always goes through Pepperdine. Looking at
last season will back that up. USD lost five
out of six games to Pepperdine and finished
see BASEBALL on page 19
Tim Tischer
Assistant Editor

USD played hard, but lost to No. 4 Cal State Fullerton, 8-7, in a
final tune-up before ithosts No. 11 Pepperdine this weekend.

Lacrosse
Look
Staff Reports

The USD Lacrosse team scored a thrilling 14-13
overtime win against UC Santa Cruz, the no. 1 team
in the division last Tuesday.
"It was a total team effort," said Head Coach Todd
Smith after Tuesday's victory, "This was the best
Lacrosse our team has played in a while."
Leading the way was Goalie Jeff Collins, who was
named Most Valuable Player of the game. He re
corded 23 saves for the second consecutive game.
Mac Johnston, who has been touted as one of the
best attack-men in the league, poured in four goals.
That brought his season total to 36.
Also playing big roles in the game were Andy
Shutak, who had three goals, and Bill Gorab, who
also punched in three to the back of the net.
USD will hopefully continue along the same path
when they face Arizona State University here at USD
on Sunday. Game time is 1 p.m.
So come on out and cheer the men with the hardest
balls and the biggest sticks.

Short Hops

WCC Tournament
comes to USD

Men** Tennis: The No. 20 Toreros
defeated Harvard onMonday, 7-2. They
swept the singles matches, including

• Women's Tennis: No. 20 Toreros
will try to unseat no.8 Waves

USD travels to Saint Mar/a this week
end to participate in the WCC Champi
onships. USD is one of the favorites in
the event alopg with Pepperdine,
Golf: The Toreros are ready to play in
the West Coast Conference Champion
ships next week. Matt Bryant, Steve
Brown and Creighton Aotani will lead
the team at Boundary Oaks in Walnut
Creek, Calif.

Crew: All four USD Crews combined

to shutout LMU last week on Mission
Bay. The women's novice were espe
cially impressive as they flew past the
Lions by a full minute. This weekend
the Crews will take on teams from up
and down the west coast. The races
begin at 7:40 a.m. on Mission Bay and

Darren Potkey
Staff Writer
The no. 20 USD women's tennis team saw its chances at
an NCAA tournament berth damaged Monday when it lost to
Alabama, 5-4, in the finals of the USD Women's Tennis
Classic.
Posting singles victories for the Toreros were Laura
Richards at no. 1 and Julie McKeon at no. 2. USD, down 42 after singles, won at no. 1 and no. 2 doubles but lost in the
no. 3 match.
In other matches, Northwestern defeated Washington, 51, for third place. Pacific squeaked by Fresno State, 5-4, in the
consolation title match.
This weekend, USD will host the West Coast Conference
Championships.
The three-flight tournament will begin Friday at 8 a.m.
with the finals scheduled on Sunday. USD players are
favorites in all of the divisions, including the doubles duo of
McKeon and Richards who hold a no. 4 doubles ranking
nationally. Admission is free.
So come on out and cheer the team as they try to win the
WCC and make it to the NCAA post-season festivities.
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The Iceman Picketh the NHL Playoffs

continued from page 18
last week with two home runs, four RBIs and
two doubles. His 28 RBIs lead the team and
WCC. He also leads the WCC in game
winning hits and hasa 15-game hitting streak.
His career RBI total of 165is eight away from
the USD record of 173 produced by Sean
Baron from 1985 through 1988.
Infielder Dave Pingree is the WCC leader
in stolen bases with 15,while outfielder Larry
Williams is tied for the WCC lead with seven
home runs. USD is batting well as a team,
leading the WCC with an average of .307.
In a test before their series with Pepperdine,
USD lost a heart-breaking 8-7 decision to
fourth ranked Cal State Fullerton on Tues
day.
USD scored a run in the ninth inning to cut
the lead to one, but the game ended with the
winning run at home plate.
USD will look to three of its four sopho
more pitchers to battle Pepperdine. LaBelle,
Saipe, Burgus and Pat James have proven up
to the task so far this season with a combined
record of 19-6.
Saipe, who has allowed just one run in his
last 18 innings, will start Friday's game,
which begins at 2:30 p.m. Saipe was just
named WCC pitcher of the week.
Burgus will start the first game of
Saturday's doubleheader with James (6-2,
one save) scheduled topitch the second game.
The first game will start at 12 noon.
These three pitchers will
^ avm
Pepperdine's 10-2 WCC record, a half game
behind USD. They are currently ranked No.
11 by Collegia Baseball.
The top ^eanis play best when their compe
tition strongest. USD will need to play its
stagainstPepperdine. USD has its destiny
in its own hands now. The ring is there. All
USD has to do is grab it!

Well, hello again, fellow puck fans. No,
this isn't Foster Hewitt or Don Cherry.
But, it is Michael 'The Oiler" Ward with
"Hockey Night in San Diego."
We're approaching that great time of
year, Stanley Cup playoff time. So let's
ignore this nonsense about the "Final Four"
and focus on a truly important sport, ice
hockey.
Here's a brief review of this year's
playoffs. The author is not responsible for
accuracy because he is still in shock over
the evil trades that have devastated the
Edmonton Oilers as well as the naming of a
NHL team as the Mighty Ducks. Shall we
begin, eh?
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS 2-1 Mario'
s baaaack! (But will his back hold?) It's
hard to three-peat, but they are looking
mighty good. If Mario is healthy, they will
be hard to beat. They're the favourites.
CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS 4-1 Big,
tough defence. Great additions of Murphy
and Muni. Could be the year now that they
are free of Keenan.
VANCOUVER CANUCKS 6-1 Bure.
McLean. Odjick. Quinn. Now all they
need is a ring and new sweaters. No Cup
until they lose those brown sweaters.
»o3Tom JiKUINS 8-1 Moog is reborn.
But can kinder, gentler "Bees" get it done?
If Cam Neely can stop hairassing steward
esses, they could be a force.
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS 8-1 Back
at last and my pick as a dark horse. The
Maple Leaf Gardens are rocking for good
reason. Molson must be happy. Gilmour
and Potvin are looking outstanding. Look

NEW JERSEY DEVILS 25-1 Good, but
not good enough for this division. Firstround losers.
DETROIT REDWINGS 50-1 No
goaltenders, no chance. Lose the octopus.
Sorry, Yzerman. Bring back Gordie; at
least, he had guts.
WINNIPEG JETS 50-1 It's been a good
year at the ThunderDomi. Selanne and
Essensa are stars. Will go to seven games
and, as always, lose.
ST. LOUIS BLUES 75-1 Too many holes
in the Hull. One-man team = one-round
team. Game over.
NEW YORK ISLANDERS 100-1 Good,
hard-fought season. Just not enough for the
playoffs.
NEW YORK RANGERS
2,000,000,000,000,000,000-1 If they make
the playoffs, (which is a big if) they will
follow their inglorious traditrion and LOSE
in another CHOKE! 1940-? The streak
lives. Not even Esa Tikkanen can save this
bunch of choke artists.
LOS ANGELES "OILERS" lnfinity-1
This team could have won in 1985, not
now. This is what you get for being too
greedy with Edmonton's jerk of an owner.
This team will not win ever! Time to
abandon ship. The defence will ensure a
quick exit. Time to rebuild. Sorry, I
forgot. No draft picks. Therefore, time to
panic for the bandwagon fans.
SAN DIEGO GULLS 1-100IHL
Champs-to-be. Could beat the San Jose
Sharks on some nights.
To Peter Pocklington: Please sell the
team. You have destroyed it. The least
you could do is sell it.

Michael
"The Oiler"
Ward
1993 STANLEY CUP
out, Sandstrom, if you can get this far,
Gilmour awaits.
MONTREAL CANADIENS 12-1 Are
they tough enough? Get serious! Over
rated. You lost the Cup when Rocket
Richard played "Hot Potato" with it at the
All Star Game.
QUEBEC NORDIQUES 12-1 Good, but
still too young. Maybe next year. Nolan,
Sakic, Sundin and the gang have a bright
future.
CALGARY FLAMES 15-1 If Flames are
red hot, look out Otherwise, the heat will
be on some of these underachievers. Nice
job by Dave King, though, at the
Saddledome.
BUFFALO SABRES 15-1 They have
Fuhr, Mogilny and LaFontaine. Sorry,
Muckler, these aren't the Oilers though.
WASHINGTON CAPITALS 20-1
Always manage to blow it and this year
will be no exception.

DIVINE WORD MISSIONARIES WORK TO HEAL SHATTERED LIVES
Divine Word Missionary Priests and Brothers work in
more than 55 countries to bring God's Word to the poor
and marginalized.
We are an international, multi-cultural Catholic commu
nity of 5,700 men. We offer programs of education, forma
tion and discernment at 5 sites in the United States.
• DIVINE WORD COLLEGE SEMINARY, Epworth, Iowa

is the only four-year college in the U.S. devoted to
preparing men for work as missionary priests or
brothers.
• THE ASSOCIATE
PROGRAM is a one-

year residency
program for col
lege graduates
who are consid
ering the priest
hood or
brotherhood.

Wou can
I make a
difference as
part of an
energetic,
supportive
community.

PENINSULA BANK
• O F

S A N

D I E £ O *

YOUR SAFE FINANCIAL HARBOR

• CASA GUADALUPE

is a small community of
Hispanic college seminar
ians in Los Angeles.

POINT LOMA

MORENA

LA JOLLA

OCEAN BEACH

LOMA PORTAL

PACIFIC BEACH

[CALL 226-5446 FOR KFAREST LOCATION!

• TOLTON HOUSE OF STUDIES is a residence for

African-American college seminarians In New
Orleans.

Creators of Compliments ...
HIGHLIGHTS

STYLE CUT

$20

Includes shampoo,
conditioner &t styling

rcg. $45

WOMEN

FOIL

• WENDELIN HOUSE is a small religious community

$3« up

of Divine Word Missionary Brother candidates in
Washington, D.C.
For more information, write:

COLOUR

dSt
LwJ
rrtfl I

FR. BOB KELLY, SVD
DIVINE WORD MISSIONARIES SS

Epworth, IA 52045-0380
or call our toll-free number:
1-800-553-3321

$13

re*. $23

rcj. $50lipf

MEN

$9

$20 up

re*. SI7

rcg. $35 up

Paris
Vienna
Amsterdam
Frankfurt
London

$238*
$249*
$249*
$259*
$273*

•Above fares are each waybased on roundtrip purchase Fares
are fromeither Los Anselesor San Diego Taxes not includedand
restnetions apply. Call for other worldwide destinations.

Council Travel

PERMS

$30 Up

953 Garnet Ave.
San Diego, CA 92109

rcg. $40 up
Void when a

Our business is your hair

With this ad

is^eques'S

569-9555 • 3860 Convoy Street

timTX
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i
Weekly Sports Trivia
Question: Which professional hockey team holds the
record for most points in the standings in a season?

^prill, 199:

Pizza
Hut
Athletes of the week

Last Week'8 Question: When was the last time three No. 1
seeds made the Final Four?

Last Week'8 Answer: Never, until this year.

look for this week's answer next week

Sports Post It
Baseball: Sitting atop the WCC standings, the No. 22 ranked
Toreros will host arch-rival Pepperdine University for a threegame series tomorrow and Saturday. The game tomorrow starts
at 2:30 p.m. Saturday s doubleheader begins at 12:00 noon.
Crew: After a four race sweep of LMU, USD will be competing in
the 20th annual San Diego Crew Classic. The first heat starts at
7:40 a.m. on Saturday.
Women's Tennis: USD hosts to the WCC tournament this
weekend. First round action starts tomorrow at 8:00 a.m. They
are coming off a second place finish in their USD Tennis Classic.
Softball: The team plays a doubleheader at Point Loma
Nazarene on Fri. before hosting Cal State San Bernardino Sat.
Golf: USD will participate in the WCC championships next
Monday and Tuesday. They will be held at Walnut Creek, Calif.
Men's Tennis: USD, ranked No. 20, will head to Saint Mary's
College for the WCC tournament. First round action begins
tomorrow at 8:00 a.m. and ends on Sunday.

ON - CAMPUS
HOUSING
FALL 1993

Mike Saipe

Laura Richards

Men's Baseball

Women's Tennis

Mike was named WCC Pitcher of
the week. He also shutout Loyola
Marymount 3-0 on Saturday.

Laura wonher singles and doubles
matches in USD's tough loss to
Alabama.

Honorable Mention
Kevin Herde (baseball), Matt Bryant (golf), Creighton Aotani ^0lf)

ASTHMA?
Asthma can be a very serious problem.
If you are an asthmatic call us to find out about our
Asthma Medication Research Program.

The study includes free doctor visits,
medical evaluations, and
study medication

1993-94

CAMPUS HOUSING

PATHS TO REMEMBER
Squatter's Rights Option Available

March 29 - April 23

Draw Option Available

March 29 - April 29

Last Day to Enter Lottery

Thursday, April 29

Room Sign-up Weekend

May 1 -2

The Housing Office
Mission Crossroads Building
Extension 4622

Participants receive
up to $500
Programs are also available for
Sinusitis, Arthritis, Pneumonia,
Heartburn, & Stomach Problems

Allergy Medical Group

291-2321
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INTRAMURALS
Results • Schedules

Sports Center
is still the
team to beat
As advertied, this week we will take a look
at the faculty/staff basketball league, a divi
sion dominated by the Sports Center in
recent years. This year may be no exception
as Grace McElhaney's team opened the sea
son with a convincing 67-42 victory over the
Business Prophets. The "Mikes" were the
key to this one as the twin towers of Mike
Barney and Mike Still combined for 45 points
and 24 rebounds.
If the Sports Center team doesn't win it,
perhaps the champions will be F.BJ. The
athletic department's "other" team is led by
Darryl Jackson, Kevin McGarry and Mike
Rish and is still undefeated. A lack of height
may eventually do them in, however.
Despite all this talk about the coaches, the
team to beat in the faculty/staff league is Arts
and Sciences. With Mitch Malachowski
leading the way, Dwight Bean's team re
mains undefeated and has the size and talent
to play with anyone.
Moving back to the student divisions, let's
take a look at the b-league. There are clearly
three teams that belong in A-league Money,
Third West Crew and 5th Year and Still
Here take down the top three spots in rankings
and probably will throghout the year. They
would more than likely be ranked in the Aleague as well. Suffice it to say each won last
week and that is all you will hear about these
sandbaggers unless they lose a game.
Of the "real" b-teams, Phi Kappa Theta
still looks best. Scott Panfield scored 14
points and Dan Kilkenny added eight in a
facile 58-46 triumph over In Heat. What
makes this team a winner is offense. They
will shoot the ball anytime from anywhere.
Also remaining unbeaten was the no. 5
ranked Forty in Hand. This was a nail-biter
all the way, but with Dave Pinger scoring 14
points, Greg Bettinelli's team prevailed 5452.
Teams to watch for in the future include
One Foote Short. This Sigma Pi team has
won both their games by double digits. In
stant Offense is another squad without a
loss. Though with an average of 39 points per
game, Mike Mulvihill's team might want to
consider a name change. And how about The
Black and Blue. Victor Cruz's reformed
thugs are 2-0 and looking like a good bet to
make the playoffs. Rounding out the ranks of
the unbeatens is Joe Comin's Cadence of
Silk. No surprise seeing Joe Comins with an
undefeated team, but we will be shocked if
they are still unbeaten after April 7.
In the A-league, Once Again looks un
beatable. WithGreg"Bocephus"Kamansky's
19 points leading the way they simply over
whelmed the Fratless Freshman 61-36.
Last Chance looks like a team readyto get
to and lose their second championship game.
Three scored in double figures as Dan
Padrnos' team maintained its #2 ranking with
a 64-44 whipping of Everything's Legal.
Unfortunately for the victors, the top team
just looks too good.
Elsewhere, Minority's Corporation
bounced back with a 61-54 victory over Phi
Slamma Jamma. Late addition, B ill McNeal,
chipped in 15 points in the victory. Finally,
the week's highest scoring affair saw Chronic
Fiends out hoop the Free Agents 76-63.

IM distinctions
Week of March 22-28
MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Game: Huuuge Maulers vs. USD
Vikings
Team: Full Metal Grotus
Player: Mark Scelfo (Maulers)

CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
Game: Last Clear Chance vs. Set to Kill
Team: Safe Sets
Male Player:
Chad Law (Hopz)
Female Player: Andrea Bruns (Safe Sets)
5X5 (A) BASKETBALL
Game: Chronic Fiends vs. Free Agents
Team: Once Agian
Player: Brian Hayes (Last Chance)

Hostile Man invades the IM fields

Maulers come up huuuge
against Vikings
There will be a new champion crowned
next week in IM hockey. Mark Scelfo's
Huuuge Maulers made sure of that, as they
recorded a thrilling come-from-behind over
time victory over the defending champs, USD
Vikings. Hans Bergman put the Vikings in
front early, scoring twice in the first two
minutes of the game and the rout appeared to
be on. But Dave Engel battened down the
hatches, recording 21 saves for the game.
Mark Scelfo, Mark Daquipa and Mac
McFeeley scored three unanswered goals to
bring the Maulers back, before Karl Bergman
notched it at three with a late second period
goal. From there the game headed into sud
den death overtime and it was Scelfo lifting
his team into the semi-finals , as he took
advantage of a defensive and goalkeeping
lapse to end it with just46 seconds remaining.
Next up for the Maulers is top-ranked
Betrayed, which struggled to a 4-2 victory
over a surprisingly tough B-league team by
the name of Full Metal Grotus. Greg

Odds
8-5
9-5
3-1
7-2
6-1
10-1
20-1
30-1
35-1
50-1
50-1

5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
Game: New Foundation vs. Physical
Plant
Team: Sports Center
Player: D. Navarro (New Foundation)

Sundberg was the hero in this one, as he
recorded 18 saves, 11 of them in the opening
period and things remained tight until late in
the second period. Steve Davis and Mike MEN'S SINGLES TENNIS
Kwee had exchanged scores until Ken Match: Doug Wolf vs. Pravesh Narain
Ostroski found net twice in the period's final Player: Trevor Hay
two minutes to give Betrayed a 4-1 lead. Jon
Rempe's tap-in midway through the third got
up hopes of an upset again, but John Gillis
MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL
bore down to preserve the 4-2 victory.
Game: Heavy Gumbo vs. Oedipus
Lost and Found combined solid defense Complex
with timely scoring tooust Phi Kappa Theta Team: Oedipus Complex
3-0. Jon Sackett, Rob Seward and Darrick Player: Allen McNamee (Oedipus
Morse each scored early in the first, second Complex)
and third period respectively, sending Tom
Gambon into retirement. Bigcredit should go MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL
to the defensive efforts of Dan Odea, Frank Game: Conquistadors vs. The Freshman
Knafelz and Noah "I wish I were a soccer Team: The Freshman
player" Stanley, as well as PKT goalkeeper Player: I. Trujillo (The Freshman)
Andy Grush, whose 17 saves kept the score
closer than it should have been. Next up is the
winner of Monday's Little Men, Big Sticks
CO-REC SOCCER
- Dark Side matchup.
Game: Superballs vs. Kick n' the Balls
Team: Scorin' with the Babes
Male Player:
Mark Hazeltine (Kick N'
the Balls)
Female Player: Jaime Favorito (Skel
etons)

Men's softball playoff
preview: the latest line
Team
Candy Cowed Clowns
Oedipus Complex
Heavy Combo
3 1/2 Beans
Going to Show
Long Balls
Conquistadors
Sigma Chi
The Freshmen
PukoDady's
Oota' Detox

5X5 (B) BASKETBALL
Game: Forty in Hand vs. Mavericks
Team: Instant Offense
Player: Scott Steingrebe (BADNAD)

Gmwmi

Let their bats do the talking.
Mora says "repeat"
Came back to earth
Mo won't win this skirt
Will be watching the show
In serious decline
Saw win streak snapped
Might play two games
Haw a chance as sophomores
Season ends at 3 p.m.
Lucky to be here

CO-REC FOOTBALL
Game: No Ka Oi vs. Team Bozo
Team: NoKaOI
Male Player:
Romm Viado (No KaOi)
Female Player: Maty Fess (Team Bozo)
Hit of the Week: Marty Fess (Team
Bozo)
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game: 3 Peat vs. Limited Faculties
Team: 3 Peat
Male Player: Tom Gambon (3 Peat)
Female Player: Libby Begner (3 Peat)

CO-REC WATER POLO
Game: Cobra II vs. Captain Dick
Team: Cobra II
Male Player: Ed Kotnik (Cobra)
Female Player: Wendy Wibbles (Cobra)
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IM rankings: No Ka Oi "is"
as of March 29

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Betrayed
Little Men/Big Sticks
Huuuge Maulers
Lost and Found
USD Vikings

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC SOCCER
Scorin' with the Babes
Delta Sigma Pi
Kick N' The Balls
Boomer's Skeletons
Superballs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL
Candy Coated Clowns
Oedipus Complex II
Heavy Gumbo
3 1/2 Beans/White Rice
Going to the Show

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL
Conquistadors
Sigma Chi
The Freshman
Puke Dady's
Straight Outa Detox

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC FOOTBALL
Something Fierce
NoKaOi
Phi Kapps
Dream On
Sigma Chi

5X5 (A) BASKETBALL
1. Once Again
2. Last Chance
3. Minority's Corp.
4. Phi Slam ma Jamma
5. Chronic Fiends
5X5 (B) BASKETBALL
1. Money
2. 3rd West Crew
3. 5th Year/Still Here
4. Phi Kappa Theta
5. Forty in Hand
5X5 (F/S) BASKETBALL
1. Sports Center
2. Arts and Sciences
3. F.B.I.
4. Business Prophets
5. New Foundation
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
1. Safe Sets
2. Hopz
3. The Simpsons
4. Set to Kill
5. BADNAD
CO-REC WATER POLO
1. Cobra II
2. Sea Dogs
3. Phi Kappa Theta
4. Gyrating H20 Buffaloes
5. Delts
MEN'S SINGLES TENNIS
1. Steve Chakmakian
2. Bryan Davis
3. Doug Wolf
4. Peter Parker
5. Trevor Hay
MEN'S INDOOR SOCCER
1. Sunshine and Friends
2. Joe Comin's Team
3. Phi Kappa Theta
4. Dark Side
5. Sigma Pi
CO-REC SOFTBALL
1. Three Peat
2. Punch and Judy
3. Bats N' Balls
4. Balls in the Bushes
5. Go Deep

Dream On, Something Fierce and Phi
Kapps all won the easy way in last week's
co-rec football action as their opponents never
showed up.
The only game played was between No Ka
Oi and Team Bozo. The key word when
talking about these two teams is speed. Ro
man Viado (No Ka Oi) and Keith Cramer
(Team Bozo), the two fastest players in the
legue, finally matched up. With each player
catching two touchdown passes, the differ
ence was Viado's three extra point conver
sions leading his team to a 22-19 victory over
Team Bozo.
This Saturday, come on out and watch as
no.l ranked Something Fierce matches up
with no.2 ranked No Ka Oi at 11 a.m.

How To Cram For Summer

Rent Now And Get 4 Months
For The Price Of 3*

Tennis underway
The men's singles tennis league began last
week with Trevor Hay upsetting preseason
favorite Justin Reeve. Other winners on
Monday included Christian Zoller, Stefan
Vandersteen and Doug Wolf.
Tuesday night saw saw A-league victories
by Steve Chakmakian, 6-0,6-0 over Carleton
Britt and Brian Nokes, 7-6,6-2 over Peter
Parker. In the B-league, Bonnick Koo beat
Matt Simon 7-6,6-2. Mark Hazeltine had an
easy win over Jarrett Kotrozo 6-1,6-1 and
finally, Mike Brueckel defeated Bob Kuchta
7-5,6-2.

It's amazing how much stuff you can cram into one Public Storage rental space for
the summer. It's even more amazing how little you'll pay. We have lots oi private
spaces in many convenient sizes at affordable monthly rates. Show your Student ID
and get 4 months for the price of 3.*

• Furniture, sports equipment
• Household goods, books
• Business storage, too
• Temporary or long term
|— — — — —

With This Coupon — — — — — — — — — — -J

Rent Now And Get 4 Months For The Price Of 3!*
Just Show Your Student ID

Polo action
is all wet
The first day of the intramural water polo
season got off to wet start on Sunday. Pehaps
it was the rain or perhaps it was the many
field trips scheduled. Whatever it was, the
result was three forfeits. Because of this, Phi
Kapps and Gyrating H20 Buffaloes have a
win under their belts without even getting
their suits wet.
One game did take place between the re
turning team, Cobra II - The Quickening
and newcomers, Captain Dick and HisSea
men. Cobra 13 won 26-11. Ed Kotnik had
eight points, and Anna Willard tossed in six
for Cobra. Captain Dick's Pat Cooney was
high scorer with four points.

—

SAN DIEGO MORENA
984 Sherman Street

MISSION BAY
5175 Pacific Hwy

Next to Auto Parts Club and
Tco I*o Restaurant

Next to Highway Patrol
and 91X Radio Station

260 0140

299-8853

'Subject to availability on selected sizes . Limit one space per customer. New rentals only. Does not include applicable
deposits or fees. Offer expires May 30, 1993.

VSP93

^

Point 523-9220
Loma Tan
Visa/Mastercard
-5 minutes from USD!
-expires March 28,1993
-Wolff Tanning System
-Not good w/ any other offer
ITmonth unlimited

f~~

3 Tan«:

! $35 ! | $12
jvith this couponj

!

^with this coupojij

3555 Rosecrans St. Suite 203 San Diego, CA 92110
(Rubio's/Wells Fargo shopping center)

Hops, Safe Sets
are easy victors
Due to forfeits this week, there was only
three co-rec volleyball matches contested.
The first match was between Superfreaks
and Hopz. There is not much tosay about this
one. Hopz played the match with only 3
players and still won 15-2, 15-0. It went
quickly.
The next match was between Last Clear
Chance and Set to Kill. It started out to be a
good game, and wasclose all theway through.
Set to Kill came out with the victory 18-16,
15-9.
The last match was between 15 and Out
and Safe Sets. The match was not very close,
but it was high in entertainment. Safe Sets
stacked the deck real well this season. An
drea Brans played well even though she was
missing her true love, Pat Giblin. Safe Sets
won 15-3, 15-2.

PIZZA
IN
FORNO
"The Original Brick Fired Pizza
& Pasta Bar"
• FREE DELIVERY

XXX
F

§|j 293-7100

'
rS? r '
($10.00 min. on delivery)
Friars/Mission (Ralphs) Shopping Center
y

$2.00 off any large pizza
OR

$1.00 off any medium

$1.00 off any
pasta entree

pizza
Expires 4/14/93
Not valid wV any other coupons or otters

Expires 4/14/93
Not valid w/ an^ other coupons or offers

,
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Two remain unbeaten
As the co-rec soccer season heads into its
final weekend, only two teams sport perfect
4-0 records and they will meet head-on this
Saturday to determine the top playoff seed
and the first round bye that comes with it.
Scorin' With the Babes played two players
down but used an own goal and a breakaway
with seconds remaining to squeeze past Clown
Patrol 2-0. Delta Sigma Pistruggled but had
just enough to shade Free Agents 2-1. Scott
Whitney and Ed Zetina scored second half
goals to offset a late breakaway goal by
Alberto Villar.
In the other division, a four-way first place
tie was broken,as the Skeletons and Kick N'
the Balls notched victories. Skeletons started

slow but got it going in the second half,
scoring six times to bomb The Hacks 7-0.
Jaime Favorito, Andrew Kummer and Marc
Thiebach each scored twice while Greg
Sundberg recorded the shutout.
Andy Isaksen's team will try to win their
division, as they face Kick N' the Balls, 3-1
victors over Superballs and co-holders of
first place in the division. Joe Comins' team
also started slowly but scored three in a sixminute span. Mark Hazeltine and Ashley
Hubkaoffseta ScottCummings penalty kick.
This Saturday's action could be the best
weekend ever, as all eight teams remain alive
for the six playoff spots.

Indoor soccer:

Fraternity standings:
preseason rankings Phi Kapps back on top
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sunshine and Friends
Joe Comin's Team
Phi Kappa Theta
Dark Side
Sigma Pi

1

1.
2.
3.
4.

Phi Kappa Theta
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Chi
Sigma Pi

\> R 1 \ C I 1 ' I- E S o f S ( ) I X I )

- 69 points
-65
-48
-44
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Basketball
team under
investigation
Third West Crew, already under investi
gation for alleged sandbagging in B-league
basketball, received more damaging news
after Monday night's game: They are being
investigated by the league for alleged drug
abuse. Just what is going on with this team?
The aberrant behavior of starter, Max
Doubek and seldom used reserve J.D. Choy
has been revealed to be the focus of the
investigation. "These guys are crazy. They
must be on something," stated an opposing
player who wished to remain anonymous.
Third West Crew captain, Peter Simonsen,
concurred that he had noticed a change in
some of his players, but did not think much of
it at the time. Others however claim that
Doubek and Choy have always been jerks on
the court.
When asked for comment, Choy responded,
"All our opponents are losers and I just need
to put them in their place. But, I have never
used drugs." Doubek was unavailable for
comment as he was in a private workout
session with Ben Johnson.

I X VES 1 I X G

J
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Subway IM game
of the week
Daw Saturday, April 3
Time: 1 p.m.
Spore Co-rec Soccer
Match-up: Scoria with the Babes vs.

Week. The winner of this contest wifi
the Subway on Morena Boulevard. As
additional incentive, the winner will also
get to avoid Boomer's Skeletons, this

7-3 vi

IM notes:
1) Entries for the Mini Biathlon are due
April 15. 2) Entries for the 2x2 Grass
Volleball Tournament are due April 22.

Student Special
Monday-Friday
4:00p to 8:00p
at

Johnny's Surf Club
Beach Bar and Grille

o°
1 \\

• inv
... ~c\

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
' huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SR As not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit now from tax deferral Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape itr
CREF certificates are distribute? by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information, including charges an?expenses, call 1800-842-2755, est. 80/6
for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or sen? money.

Bolt Burger &
12oz. American Beer

$1.99

* Great Food
* Pool Table
* Video Games
* Ping Pong
"Responsible Hospitality Council"
Decal Award Winner
718 Ventura Place 488-3449
Across from the Roller CoasterMission Beach
VISA/MC

Must be 21
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^cE iw)1655 Gam^ Ave.,
Phone 483-1421
TRAVEL BOOKS, MAPS, LUGGAGE
BACK PACKS, & ACCESSORIES

FF

Houra: Hon-Ffl 10-6, Sat 10-5,&)Jn 12-5

COME VOICE VOIR OPINION!
May we

nave your

Date: April 6th
Time: 7:00»9:00pm|
Place; UC Forum B

TOWN MEETING
Administrators & Faculty will be there
to address your concerns.

EREE REFRESHMENTS!

SPONSOR n> BY YOUR HSS

ACUVUE; DISPOSABLE k SUREVUE® DAILY WEAR CONTACT LENSES FROM JOHNSON & JOHNSON

SO ATTRACTIVE. So COMFORTABLE. SO CONVENIENT. SO HEALTHY.
You WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EYES
FREE Trial Contact Lenses
$5.00 Contact Lens Exam by our
Trained Eye Care Professionals
$22.50 Per Box of Six Lenses

DATE:
LOCATION:
APPOINTMENT:

I

APRIL 21st and 22nd, 1993
MARRIOTT LA JOLLA
4240 LA JOLLA VILLAGE DRIVE
CALL NU-VISION 24 HOURS
(619) 221-7265

If Not Satisfied Will Replace Old Lenses At No Cost

/"

ALBUM REVIEW

B

Tragically Hip comes out
with Fully Complete and a
mild case of the Vanilla Ice
Syndrome
•••• •

jCt.-ibo'Ms. \U\
ft)

MOVIES

Melanie Griffith, Don
Johnson and John Goodman
are "Bom Yesterday"

i

n

pj,

UM , "3oHM rEPToi

vjSTO/tl

THEATRE... C

Magical and enchanting,
'Faustorama; The Musical
now being performed in
San Diego

f {AJrP

•rrscj*,

USD's Weekly Guide to Entertainment
mn i i m n n
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No Room left to see this fan-based band
Trevor Bush
Staff Writer

band (when they are touring, what venues they will be
playing, upcoming record releases, etc.).
Word-of-mouth was The Samples' only means of promo
tion for their first few years. After much skepticism the band
signed a deal with Arista Records in 1990. Their worst

From the mellow mountain air of Boulder, Colorado,
The Samples have emerged as one of the hottest new bands
to come on to the ska-rock scene. This
low profile band from Boulder has bro
ken out of the trite mainstream rock
scene to develop a sound all their own
for the 90s. Five years ago, band mem
bers Sean Kelly (lead guitar, vocals),
Jeep MacNichol (drums), Andy Sheldon
(bass, lead vocals, trumpet) and A1
Laughlin (keyboards) began to produce
music that put their listeners directly
into a mellow state of euphoria. The
Samples (so-named because band mem
bers used to live off of the free food
samples given away at grocery stores)
are not looking to make millions and are
not looking to fit in and please the gen
eral public. Instead, they are playing
music to get people into the true groove
of their surroundings.
Their new album No Room is filled
with parable-like songs that express en
vironmental concern and hometown lo
calism. The hometown localism though
is not only seen strongly in Boulder but
anywhere the band plays. It has been this feeling that nightmare came true as Arista tried more and more to convert
created an enormous 15,000 person fan club and thousands them into a top 40 band. After the first self-titled release they
of other hard-core fans. All this has been achieved with very dropped Arista and were eventually signed with W.A.R.?
little radio exposure and no MTV appearances which means (What Are Records?) with whom they produced the EP
all their fame is due to their own listeners spreading the Underwater People and the newest release No Room (which
word, much like it was in the 60s. The Samples are a true has sold over 70,000 copies). They are also planning to refan-based band. All members of their fan club receive release their debut album this summer and are currently
postcards keeping them updated on the whereabouts of the working on a new album for the fall.

The band resembles the old school style of the 80s
band The Police. The Samples, however, have a more
natural/hometown image, whereas The Police had more
of an urban/glamour-type image. That analogy be
comes utterly apparent at their concerts where everyone
present feels a sense of friendship
and similarity. This feeling can be
experienced on April 1 when The
Samples play here at USD in UC
Forum AB.
As in their two previous albums
The Samples and Underwater
People, the natural orientation of the
band is strongly shown in many of
the songs on this new album. With
songs like "When It's Raining",
"Summertime", "Another Disaster"
and "Little Whale" an environmen
tal message is definitely being por
trayed. This new album has almost
twice as many songs as the two pre
vious releases.
Overall I liked the album
because while the band changed and
evolved they also stayed the same.
The Samples have an individual
sound that is easy going. Songs are
performed with true feelings that
grow on you and become part of
you. Each chord expresses its own style and leaves its
own unique fingerprint The Samples are close to
perfection on CD, but they will be perfection live. They
are a band that you must not miss.
The Samples, will be performing in UC Forum AB
tonight. The concert will begin at 8:00. The concert is
sold out so if you haven't gotten your ticket yet—I guess
you're S.OJ-.

NEW RELEASE

Tragically Hip is tragic indeed

R

eview

Listen up! Outlook begins a new, funky
feature. A glimpse into the past, a look
at albums definetly worth "further
study." Not everyone knows of every
release, so we figured this was a
bitchen' idea. Check it out!

THE CURE:

Mike Sarkissian

I

Staff Writer

creativity. For example: 'They don't know

Wow, great, tell me more about it, pal.
Fully Complete has been
on the hip hop trendy music sta
tions attracting a plethora of trendy
GQ people who say, "Wow, Pearl
Jam bra," or, "Have you heard that
brand new band, Temple of the
Dog?" This band has no standing
among the Beatles, or the King and
is just a fad that will die like the rest
of the bunch. I think they have a
mild case of the Vanilla Ice syn
drome.
I definitely recommend stopping
by my room in Maher Hall #408 to
personally listen to this album be
fore you spend your hard-earned
dollars on this orchestra of mild
ness. I'm not trying to rip on this
album, I'm just trying to help my
fellow peers before they spend
money on useless items (like our
school does on landscaping).

wandered in my dorm room
and opened theCD cartridge
to The Tragically Hip (the
album Fully Complete) and
discovered this bizarre cover that
contained big melons, fine legs and
faces of joy. Pressed against glass
I thought to myself," Wow, this is
it man, the album of the year. It
should go platinum." But my ex
pectations were cut short as I
pushed the play button on the Sony.
It was like foreplay. It felt good
and all, but it wasn't quite "IT" if
you know what I mean.
The band has come out with all
originals to create an upbeat-meilowness. They sound like a combi
nation between REM and the Spin
Doctors. The voice of their lead
vocalist, Gordon Downie, sounds
THE TRAGICALLY HIP
especially close to the lead singer
of REM, Michael Stipe.
The rhythm and melody are the
high points of the album but the lyrics could how old I am/ they found armor in my belly
use some fixing — they could show a little from the 16th century/ conquistador, I think."

s
I,WARNING,)

disintegration
There are discs, and then there are albums.
I'm not talking about vinyl versus plastic
either. Every song on Disintegration, while
having its own identity, is part of a whole. A
whole that is enthralling with its low, somber
and contemplative moods, a whole that sends
the you on a journey inside yourself, while
making you feel as if the event isin a far away
land. Disintegration is the modem rock an
swer to Pink Floyd and songs like "Comfort
ably Numb."
Part of The Cure's style is always reflected
in Robert Smith's lyrics. While they're often
criticised as gloom and doom, they neverthe
less exemplify excellent prose.
Disintegration is an album, one that you
listen to looking out onto the ocean on a cold
and windy day. The complex sound is a
mysterious concoction of easy-going beats,
long, deep bass lines and a guitar that ranges
from being playful on the single "Lullaby," to
sofdy outspoken on "Last Dance," to deeply
rythmic on "Pictures of You." The mixture
provides a sound that is arguably the Cure's
masterpiece.

~MHL
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A magical, enchanting musical experience
"Faustorama, The Musical" here in San Diego, making it
San Diego's first homebred musical.
The most enjoyable scenes were those that de
picted very modem times, such as "Workout World"
where the women are fed up with patriarchy but
can still use their new bodies to attract the men.
Also, the "Whole World Expo," a new-age fair,
was a humorous example of life in the nineties.
This is where men were not afraid to "macho
hug" and could buy Chinese Herbs to in
crease their penis size.
"Faustorama, The Musical" hits home with
Morpheus' mortal soul learning immortal les
sons such as, "Heaven is a state of mind," and
"Paradise is where you are." "Faustorama"
has much to offer with many twists and turns
throughout the play, which gives it its parallel
to life: The parallel of unpredictability. The
only complaint lies in the fact that some of the
songs resembled something that Kermit the Frog
would sing.
Overall, "Faustorama, The Musical" gives the audi
ence much to think about, steps on new ground and is
worth seeing. The play continues at the Hahn Theatre,

rue, perfect love. A beautiful concept, maybe a
life-long desire, but does it exist? John
Maxwell Taylor's "Faustorama, The Mu
sical" declares yes, but the real question is: "How
far would you go for love?" This question
challenges usall to examine thestrength of our
own souls. Would we sell our souls to the
devil and abandon a part of ourselves and
identity for a perfect love?
"Faustorama, The Musical" is a continuationofthe 16thcenturylegendofDr. Johann
Faust who, according to the play, "was said
to have performed marvels with the aid of
Satan." Another popular version is Christo
pher Marlowe's "Doctor Faust." John Max
well Taylor's contemporary metaphysical
musical continues the saga with singing and
dancing.
The play begins with Mephistopheles, the devil
(portrayed by Tom Jepperson), trying to return to
Paradise. God proclaims that hecannot because hedid not

FAUSTORAMA
—

get the soul of Faust. So Mephistopheles returns to Earth
searching for Faust. Mephistopheles brings the beautiful
Margaretta, (played by Derinda Lee), from Paradise to help

persuade Faust. Margaretta agrees because she "remembers
romance" and is searching for that perfect love feeling.
The reincarnated soul of Faust is found in a man named
Morpheus in the late 20th century. Now in modern times,
Morpheus (played by John Maxwell Taylor), is a man not
satisfied
with his life
and longs
for some
sort of emLaurie Magovern
p o w e r Staff Writer
e n t .
.
Vfejiraphefes
arrives to
offer ex
actly that and dares Morpheus to takea ride on theFaustorama,
"the metaphysical carousel of human desire."
Taylor, who wrote the lyrics, composed the music and
starred as Morpheus, is a man of obvious talent. Being from
England, he has worked with Andrew Lloyd Weber, the
Beades and Rolling Stones. Seven years ago he began

FAUSTORAMA
downtown, until April 11. For tickets call 234-9583.

Griffith wasn't "Born Yesterday"
Mike Sarklssian
Staff Writer

When Billie Dawn (Melanie
Griffith), a beautiful Vegas show girl,arrives
in Washington D.C. with her boyfriend, hard
core business man Harry Brock (John
Goodman), she finds
herself helpless in civi
lized social situations.
Her ignorance attracts at
tention at Washington's
high-class government
gatherings. For example,
when asked how she felt
about the collapse of the
Eastern Block, she re
sponded with, "Well did
anyone get hurt when the
block collapsed?"
It is due to this
embarrassment that
Harry hires journalist
Paul Verrall (Don John
son) to help lift her IQ
and make her a "little
less stupid." Right off
the bat they hitit off. She
shows an obvious desire
for him the first night they meet. He helps her
open her mind up to the belief that "knowl
edge is power" and she begins to think for
herself. Billie finally realizes what she wants
out of life — not the mink coats, soap watch
ing and jewels she receives from Harry, but a

happy life with significant meaning.
"Bom Yesterday"is directed by Luis
Mandoki from a screenplay by Douglas
McGrath. It is based on the Broadway play
written by Garson Kanin. The first produc
tion opened Feb. 4,1946.
This mix-upof intelligence and stu

pidity creates most of the comedy in this
light-hearted, entertaining flick. Melanie
Griffith does a fantastic job playing a dumb
person. Her voice and her facial expressions
convince the audience that she really is stupid
and not just trying to be funny. Don Johnson

also excels as the tutor that eventually falls in
love with her. The two are married in real life
giving a realistic spark to their on-screen
love. Johnson states, "It was like falling in
love all over again." He plays kind of a
wormy character in comparison to the tough
image expressed in the hit TV show "Miami
Vice." His objective (other
than winning Billie's heart)
is to write an article about
Harry and why he is in Wash
ington.
John Goodman plays the
role of a big-shot business
man who is in Washington to
make some crooked deals
with senators. Harry Broc,
his character is one of great
temper followed by a calm
warm-heartedness.
Goodman does a really great
job being a jerk and yet his
acting shows a warmth that
he possesses inside. He is in
love with Billie, but allows
his work to cut her off from
his life. He only realizes how
much he loves her when he is
about to lose her.
I believe the movie was put together
well but it read like an Aesop Fable. "Money
can't buy happiness," " Don't let your job
ruin your family life,"" Knowledge is power,"
are all major themes. I felt like I was being
educated by a movie producer. The movie

was also too predictable. It was obvious from
the beginning that she was going to become
smart, fall in love with the journalist, dis
cover life and shaft the fat guy.

JOHN GOODMAN
The movie is not supposed to be one
of suspense and action but a wholesome,
light-hearted comedy. Your parents, grand
parents, brothers, sisters and the goldfish in
your kitchen will all find it entertaining. It's
one of those movies where you walk out of
theater, put the last Goober down your throat
and mutter,"That was pretty tasty,and so was
the flick," and not really say too much else
about it unless you were asked.

SPECIALISTS IN HAIR COLOR, PERMS & CUTS (Framesi)

CUT&
STYLE

• Foil
Highlighting
Touch-up $30

* AS Cultural Arts *
PRESENTS

$11

Full Foil
Highlighting $40

'Women reg. S21

• Color

$9

Touch-up $25
Full Color $35

Men reg. $17

• Perms $30

'(Long hair extra)

• Spirals $50
(Long hair extra
at! services)

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN

KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163) • 268-8865
Specials good lor first-time client. Exp. 4/6793
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CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Condo for Rent by Owner

is Aprnl 2 7 fROM 5 : 5 0 - 7 : 5 0
IN SERRA HAII

Earn $2,000+/month+world travel South Mission Beach: 2br/2ba
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
furnished condo with two
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career
decks, a fireplace and a view! !
employment available. No experi
Two car parking
ence necessary. For employment
$1,300 / month
program call
1-206-634-0468 ext C5979

488-0368

/jSttdtUtr xviff Have a section dccficated
Counselors: Camp Wayne
JA day in
Brother/Sister camp, N.E. Penn. 'Greeks and Clubs II to the theme of the gaCCery
RAISE A COOL
6/22-8/20/93. All sports, water, and
the Cife" - so get your submissions in on
cultural activities. Many positions
$1000
available. On campus interviews
time.
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
Tuesday, April 13, 1993. sign up in Plus $1000 for the member who calls!
Art pieces are needed by ApriC21.
Serra Hall, Rm 202C. For more info No obligation. No cost. And a free
call 516-889-3217
Igloo cooler if you qualify. Call
Written pieces by ApriC 14 *
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
i

563-4137

10% Off

10330 Frian Rd.
East of MS
behind Black Aagus
OPEN 7 DAYS
Extended Hours
' if ujcuara jaciy

e i i y § \ j m i To w n

selection of swimwear

Tan-N-See Salon

with this ad
Expires 4/30/93

ttHcAviU

I

488-3056

COUPON

OVER 90 BRANDS

Thursday Nite Live
Rock arret BIlj^s N/lcjsia

Every Friday

"The Rug Burns"
Every Safurday

3 Tans
$10
Includes FREE
Accelerator Lotion

* Tan Fan - No Burning
* Prirale, Cool, Clean Rooms
* Deluxe Beds - Indude
Facial Tanners - All UV. A

large Pitcher of Beer for $3.75 ml USD ID

LOSE 6 INCHES

suit by Limited Space

Nol a lemooiarv waierjossl

Greet Gift Ideal

Darts

Thursday and Saturday Special

EUROPEAN
c ,n .
BODY WRAP
54 V
Reduce CelluNa A Stretch Mcrks

v..

2 Pool Tables

Karaoke

We Tan Redheads!

REDUCE STRESS
Tan + 1 Hour $45 *
Therapeutic Massage

Pill)

North of Belmont Park

J

*Parking in Rear

2222 San Diego Ave.

HOURS

3745 Mission Blvd

Mon-Sat 9-7
Sun 9-6

(Old Town-One block South of Old lown Ave,)

FREE
DELIVERY

; A

3

anywhere on campus

o

NYPD

296-0911
6110 Friars Rd. at Las Cumbres
until 1:00 am Fri. & Sat.»
Midnisht Sun.-Thurs.

543-9767

LARGE
CHEESE

PIZZA!
$6.99
EXPIRES 5-1-93

NYPD COUPON NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

